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Former Howard Security Guard Alleges Unfair lreatment
By J ASON T. SI\UTII
Hil11op Staff Writer
A Howard University security
guard who says he was fired for
picketing in front of the home of the
University president said he will
renew his two-year pro1est in fron1
of the home of a University trU>tee.
Darryl Spence, 38, who patrolled
the University for eigb1 years, said
he and a small group of supporters
will picket in from of the home of
lhe Board of Trus1ee's vice chairperson, Or. Aore1ta Dukes McKenzie, in the coming weeks 10 bring
attention 10 what he calls "unfair
and unjust" employee treatment.
Spence said he will pick up his
picke1 sign despite an Oct. I8 trial
date, when he will face stalking
charges that President Swygert
lodged against him.
The University declined to comment on the matter pending the ourcome of the trial.
Spence said his problems began
1wo years ago when be bad an idea
for a University program that would
have "benefited the community."
It was August of 1997 when
Spence said he p11ched a sugges1ion
to design a program tha1 would

allow University employees 10 take
job-related courses in Howard's
undergraduate and graduate
schools. He said he was told by
then Vice President Harry Robinson
that the program was approved.
But when Spence tried to enroll in
the Law School, he was turned
away.
The program proposal did not go
through.
That's when he took 10 proiesting.
Spence said. And no better place to
start than at the top - Spence
aimed for Swygert.
"No other people treat their
employees like 1his. This is ridiculous. This is why 1 call i1 black on
black racism," he said.
11 was after his initial prote,1 that
he wa, dismissed from his job,
Spence said.
"I just don't understand i1. 1 had
abo,·e average job cvaluatioos,and I
was dismissed by a University official. not my immediate supervisor.
They didn't go through the proper
channels," he said.
Spence said he spent nearly a
year going through grievance pro•
ccdures in a failed attempt to get his
job
See SPENCE, AS

Dennis
Dismissed as
Financial Aid
Director
By KI\IOTIIV K. BROWN
Hilltop Staff Writer

Avon Dennis, Howard University'<
Director of Financial Aid and Student
Employment, was fired from his
position earlier this week for unspecified reasons.
··1 can confirm thal he was fired,"
said Donna Brock. director of Urti,·ersity Communications. "However,
I an1 unaware of the reason or rationale. There is no official university
.(c'.~•·\
statement regarding the maner.
~cause pcr..onnel record, are confidential."
Dennis did not respond 10 calls
from Tire Hilltop.
For four years, Dennis headed of the
department that controls the financial
slings of thousands of students in an
office that was once described as
"unorganized" and "plagued with
inefficiency."
Dennis oversaw the disbursement
Photo B> Erk H.U
of
emergency loans and federal finanlla!T)I Spell<t', abo\.., said be "11'> >1TI>IIW) ru-ed from hi-, po<t a,, o «-CUrily guard. He sald he" ill C011llnue his hl0,)1"lNHd protest
.,
cial
aid. He was often characterized
until !he Unh..-sity issues him an opoloi:) nnd gj,'fS him his job b,'\Ck.
as being student-friendly. Many students said Dennis was always there
with kind words and a helping hand.
Questions are being raised about
exactly who will replace Oenrtis. if a
search committee" ill be formed and
if students will have an active role in
By L ISA R. li:Et.E'1
the "4!1cc1ion process.
Hilltop Staff Writer
Se,·eral members of the Howard
University community believe Dennis canno1 really be replaced, includev. Jesse Jackson Sr. told the Howard
ing HUSA President Marilyn
University community that minorities
Hoosen.
are.winning the race struggle but still
"It comes as a shock and surprise.
have a long way to go. His remark> came during bis speech al the 132nd Opening Convoand I am not certain a.s to the reasons.
cation Friday in Cramton Auditorium.
I think an explanation is necessary
"As this century ends. we can look back
from 1he University," Hoo,en said. "I
hope the University replaces him
on the past hundred year, with " -en,e of
hvp,.' anc.l a s,n e ,,f awomplisbmc111," ,.,id
with ,omcone a, r.,liable a, he?'
J,,ckson. "ho 1•, the founder of People UnitHoo,en also said lhe dismissal ·•"
ed 10 Save Humani1y (PUSH), the Rainbow
probably rela1ed to the failure of regCoalition, ·and was once an advisor to the
istration and !hat an official explana•
slain civil rights hero Rev. Or. Martin Luther
tion from Howard Unh..:rsi1y is necessary.
King Jr.
Friday's speech at Howard's last Opening
Various students also pointed to the
Convocation of the century tackled such
fuct that ifnOI for Dennis. they would
issues as racism, accounlnbility and minorinot be enrolkJ in school this semes1y self-image.
ter.
In his discussion of racism. Jackson pointHUSA Vice President Q. 1erah Jackson Ill agre,·J w11h I loosen
ed out that bla,·k people have made great
strides through the toils of the ci,·i l rights
'I think we should know more inforworkers. He made it clear. though, thnt 1here
mation about 1his. I don't like 10 see
was still a long road to be traveled. Racbm
someone get fired, but r hope he was
fired forthe right reason,," said Jackis still very much an in1egral part of the
American and world society, he ,aid.
son.
However, Jackson did not jus1 rely on
It remains to be seen "hat fallout
will occur in the wake of Dennis' disempty rhc1oric in pointtng to the problem of
missal. There is no word )·et on a time
racism. He was clear to ou11ine a viable
frame or process of choosing a
means of com
replacement.
See J ESSE, AS
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Registration Jesse Jackson Inspires Convocation Audience
Woes Will Not
Be Repeated,
Officials Say

R

By S1£VEN JONt:S
Hilltop Staff Writer
With only a month to go before
spring registration. UnivcrsilY offi•
cials said they are , 1in ironing out the
rough spotS within the BANNER system - 1he newly installed computer
database that many believe hampered
fall registration.
Students can also look forward to the
relocation of student resources in
older to make the process less timeconsuming, regiStration officials said.
"We are going 10 redesign the
process in terms of where people go
to get things. We stur1ed m the fall
and we wiU do it mere purposively in
the spring," said Or. Janice Nicholson, vice president of enrollment
management. For ex11mple, students
who just needed a validation slicker
had to wait on the same line as studenis who had serious financial or
administrative difficulty. she said. In
the spring, students wi1h different
needs will wait in differen1 lines.

Photo Court~"'} of ~fur\·m Jllf'll's and A,'-'X:

See REGISTRATION, AS
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Rap Competition Kicks Up Support, Rappers Prepare For Next Round
By JONEl.t.r WIIITLOCK
Staff Wri1er

COMEDY LEGEND

Pholo h)- Tm)- Ticucl
\.rb,-tl Annni:eddo•~ the <Mlp<L.,."lde mp rompmtion, ha., ntlmcted a larg< rot101<ing. \ bo\1',
student.,, chN!r on un emc<c durfl1Jl Mond.'I) ·, first roond.

HU's Homecoming
Steering Commirtee will
honor Comedy great,
Richard Pryor.
Ste Campus A2

Weekend W
TODAY: SuMy
LO\\ 73

,:;Sr.ow

SATURDAY: Swmv
74 llt I , 58 J.O\\'
SUNDAY: Parllv Cloudy
74 II( l , 631.0\V

.de-.

Kc,. Jes......., J~1\. "ho 4-pok~ nt 1-'rid.'l) 's Opening Comocnlion•.,aid minoritil' '"" \\inning the n1tt \tmi"'de in \mt"rica.

A new fascination bas gripped the masses of
hip-hop loving, twenty-something rapper,, and
its name is Verbal Armageddon
In just one year. the Verbal Armageddon rap
competition, which ptits student lyricists aguin,t
each other in rounds of free-style rap, ha, ballooned from an underground phenomenon 10 garner a nearly cult-like following.
The first round of rap competition wa.s held
Monday night in the Blackburn Ccn1er Ballroom
and drew a crowd of 250. Six rappers were eliminated by a panel of three judges. The ne.tt battle, which is expected to knock om nearly half
the field, i, set for No,..:mber 5th, Homecoming

weekend.
Losing emcees b,utled for higher rank in freestyle competition on random topics picked out
of a hat New rankings will be displayed on the
Undergraduate StuJenl As-.embly(UGSA) door
in Blad,burn.
In prep.'lr3tion for the next round, siudenh have
began charting the progre" of favorite student
rappers and their probability of winning, much
like keeping track of a favorite athle1e. Bui with
this competition, fans must remember the pseudonym of their favori1e rapper instead of the jersey number of a favorite basketball player. Just
look a sampling of the 20 rappers who advanced
to 1he second round: Vein Glory. STAR ORiON,
Perfecto, Ocfru, Friction. Third Rail, Raze and
Fung-si-yoo.
See RAP.AS

HUSA Not Action Oriented, Some Say
By RAl'IAlt DAVIS
Hilltop Staff Writer

Jonathan Hutto knows what it takes to make changes.
In 1998, the former Howard University Student Association President was able to gel the student body behind him
when he forced the University 10 put ii, plan to privatize
6th Streel on bold.
The year before. his predecessors, Presidenl Vincent
Jacques and , ·;ce President Jania Richardson helped to
mobilize the student body, converged on the Administration Building :md refused to leave until their outrage over
the merging of the Schools of Fine Arts and Arts and Sciences was heard, These HUSA executives said 1hey knew
if anything was going to get accomplished, the studen1
body hnd to be rallied.

Today, members of the University community are anx-'
iously waiting to see wha1 cause, if any, this year's HUSA
administration will mobilize the students oround.
"This year, we haven'! really seen our campus synergized
around one cause," said Howard Brown. vice coonlinator
of the undergradua1e student ,1Ssocia1ion. "There seems to
be an absence of an interactive/proactive s1uden1 government on our campus."

1b answer 1his, Vice.President Q. 1l·rah Jackson. afler
a 15-minute confcren~e with hi, public relntions officers,
pointed to the administration's platform. Although. one of
the administration's principles was "Transparency and
Full Disclosure," Jackson found 11 necessary to ftave someone iake notes while he held conversation with The Hi/1101,.

Ste IIUSA, AS

Pho10 By Eric Hall

HUS.\ President MnrftJ n ll<)Olell nnd Q. ~rnh Jock.<;00 h,m, rome undtr n,. ror not
ketping Ille ~pirit or~1ude11t &rth ism alhc on cumpus..
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UGSA Sets Aside Week to
Hear Student Grievances

Black Enterprise CEO
Promotes Student
Leadership, Investment

By Jennifer A. Dyson
Hilltop Staff Writer

By MIA

Hi lltop Staff Writer

epresentatives from tlte Undergraduate Stu·
dent Associalion set up information booths
at the various schools on campus this week
in recognition of "Grievance Week." UGSA set
aside this week 10 inform students on lhe proper
way to voice !heir grievances about the University and studenl goverrunent.
The representauves used !his week to provide
information to be ,hared at student council meet•
ings and to coordinate dorm sweeps. At the undergraduate dorms, information was provided to ,tu•
dents and 1he reps attempted to get student,·
concerns on issues rela1ed 10 Howard University.
Brief informalion on con1roversial i1ems. such as
lhe street closing issue, was provided and studenls
were encouraged to ,'Oice concerns.
Most students express their concerns verbally in
the halls, the classrooms, !he cafe1eria or their dorm
rooms. "At some poinl in everyone's college career.
something nega1ive happens," said Tonnille Gordon, a sophomore biology major. ·11ten lhey 1alk
to their triend, or anyone willing to listen about
how things ,hould have been done differently. We
are lhe customers and we should be treated like customers bu1 we·,e got 10 step up and give our order."
To actually get lhings done or recognized, lhe concerns of the students must be written and documented. The aim of Grievance Week in UGSA is
to make the studenl representatives visible to lhe
people lhey serve. lhe students.
This is the fin.t year lhal UGSA is attempting to
bring this information to the students. Toi Outerbridge, lhe grievance director of UGSA. said. "We
want studenls to put their views and grievances in
writing. Then we. lhe UGSA reps, can make an
effort to get things changed. They might not get
done but at least we can make an effort."
All students have general problems. such as dorm
life. admission or registration. The Undergraduate
Student A"embly needs students to take lhe proper steps in ,ubmitting information.
The problem b many students do not know the
proper steps. To submit a formal complaint. go to
the UGSA office in the Blackburn Center. room
108. and pick up a grievance form. S1udents must
include general information and a stalement of

R

PhrAo B} Enc H.~I
1bi Outemrld~..,, l'GS.\ Grit'\unc< IJil'l'<tor and H<>"anl Bro"n l'GS.\ \'kc- Coordinalor pl'qlftre plans ror
•Griernnce \\ttk'.

what 1hecomplaint 1s. The office will then 1ake the
necessary steps 10 process lhe form and to recog•
ni,e the grievance. UGSA hopes 10 provide form,
to the Student Council offices of the different
S<:hools and the front de,k of undc~raduate dorms.
Alisa Alston. UGSA coordinator. said. "We're tr)'•
ing to give the reps more visibility in their rc,pec
t1ve schooh." When asked about lhe form proce,s.
AIMon said. ·11te process allows time for the stu•
dent 10 fully cxpres, his or her grievance in a log•
ical formal and submit proof to UGSA." The doc-

uments arc evidence in ca,e any discrepancies
arise in the future. She <aid that ,he wants students
"to ,tcp up and take charge of (their] University."
This week is not the only ume represcnta1i,es will
anempt to get thing, done. Outerbridge said. "Thi,
is an on-going procc" 1ha1 will continue throughout the year." Thc,e few days were set a,ide 10 lei
lhc undergraduate students know that 1hey have a
s\Jpport system willing to repre,ent them and their
view:-;.

Comedy Show Officials Push to Honor Pryor
By KELI.I 0. ESTERS
Hilltop Staff Writer
Richard Pryor. stand-up comic,
act<>r. director and screenwriter. will
be honored at the Homecoming
Comedy Show. Pryor is known for his
street-wise commentary and bringing
African-American comedy traditions
to mainstream audiences.
The Comedy Show committee
would like to present Pryor with a
placard on the nigh1 of the event.
As of ye1, there i, no word if Pryor
will be in attendance
The commiuee i, also cs1ablishing
an annual Richard Pryor Excellence
in Comedy Award to be given 10 an
up-and-coming comedian.
The award will be a cry,ml trophy
made in Pryor's likeness.
J.R. Dixon. Comedy Show coordi•
nator, added 1hat the comminee has
already made a nomination for 1his
year's winner of the award and is
wailing for the comedian to accept
the offer.
"He was a cataly,t for black comedy." said Dixon.
Dixon added thai he came up with
lhe idea to honor Pryor because of hi,
love for comedy.

SOM ERSALL

•

I-lie Photn
Rkhnrd l't)or

"Richard Pryor is my favorite
comedian. I really respect the man,"
Dixon said. ·11trough his sense of
humor he was able to bring some
calmness to the racial tension which
African-Americans were faced with
in the 6(h and 70s."
.
Pryor was born into a poor family
in 1940 in Peoria. Illinois. He grew
up in a gheuo brothel, dropped oul of
school in 1he ninth grade and later
served in lhe United States Army for

two years.
While touring nigh1club, in 1he
early I 960,, Pryor perlec\ed his
stand-up comedy act and eventually
gained national exposure through
television appearances.
In the late 1960, and early 1970,
Pryor responded to the social fer•
menl of the time. changing hb con•
vcntional stand-up routine. He began
to draw from his own experiences of
racism. ,ex. and streel life in a confrontational manner.
Pryor recorded ,uch hit album, as
"Thal Nigger's Craz) .. ( I <)72).
"Richard Pryor Live in Concert"
( 1979). and "Richard Prvor Live on
the Sun,el Strip" (1982):
Pryor\ career was interrupted ,n
I980 when he suffered from ,everc
burns while using cocaine. After ,t
short stinl back on 1hecomedv scene,
Pryor was forced to re1ire in the early
1990s because of Multiple Sclerosis.
a progrcs,ively wcakenmg disease
in which the body anacks its own ner•
\'Ous system.
Hi, autobiography, Prmr Ccml'ic,
tiom: And Other Ufe Se111e11<·e,, was
published in 1995. Last October.
Pryor wa, the recipient of the
Kennedy Cenler's award for humor,

The Mark Twain Pri,c.
" I definitely believe that .Richard
Pryor dcser,e, recognition ... ~aid
Adesuv..i McCalla. ~ni<ir film major.
"He is one of the founding fmhcrs of
comedic stmtegy,"
McCalla charac1erized Pryor's ,tyle
,1s raw and intelligent.
Her most vivid memory is "Richard
Pryor Live on 1he Sunsc1 S1rip."
McC:1lla said that she admired his
candor when he joked aboul his
cocaine u,e and th.e hre.
"That's one thing, you h:tve to be
hone,1." she ,aid.
11:ick Dodson. frc,hmnn undeclared
maJor. abo spoke of Pr)or\ perccpthe comedy. ''There wa, thmking
involved 1n getting some of his
Jokes," Dodson ,aid.
"He\ a predccc"or for all comedi•
an, of today," Dodson added.
Pryor" often revered a, one of the
pioneer,. for black comedy. paving lhe
way for olher black comedic artists
like Eddie Murphy and Chris Rock.
n,c Homecoming Comedy Show,
"Ban le of the Sexes," will be held on
Nov. 3 at 7 p.m. at Cramton Audito•
rium. Cost of tickets has not been set
yet.

Lucent Technologies Donates $50,000

Earl Graves, president, chairman
and CEO of Black E11terprise maga•
zi ne, vowed 10 donate $ I 0.000
toward a Howard University invesl•
ment club during a recent address to
Howard students. Graves said that
he is challenging a number of historically black colleges and universities.
including Howard, to increase studenl participation in lhe stock market.
The promise followed a 45-minuie
lecture to over 200 Howard students
on Monday. The focusofGra,-e's lecture was leadership'. The 6-l-year-old
CEO renected on his life. discussing
how he evolved from an enlerprising
youngster to lhe respected business•
man lhat he is presently. He provid•
ed tips to students for becoming
effective leaders. "E,·erything you·re
going to do as future leaders. I've
done it." he ,aid.
From selling Chri,tmas card, al
nine years old to working for the late
Senator Robert Kennedy. Graves said
that he did whate,er it took to build
capital and experience over his life.
He described nn incident when he
confidently walked inlo a real estate
agency knowing nothing aboul sellmg real es1ate. He said thal per.cverance helped him to ge1 the job and
an entrepreneurial spiril helped him
10 succe~fully sell nine houses within three months. "I branded my,elf in
term, of what I wanted to do with
myself," he said.
Jn addition to perseverance, Graves
told <tudent, 1hat family uni1y. heallh
and willingness to take calculated
n,b are essential 10 being a successful leader.
Graves stressed lhe idea that lead•
en. must always remember where
they come from before lhcy figure out

where they arc going. He said 1hat
racism is one of the greateM challenges that black en1repreneurs face.
no matter how high they get up t.he
corporale ladder. "You are not going
to graduate from your blackness
when you get your MBA," he said.
Graves spoke about rebuilding
black communities. He said lhat it
pains his soul 10 see how 1he Brooklyn neighborhood lhat he grew up in
has deteriorated over the years. He
commended leaders such as the Rev.
Jesse Jackson Sr. and Al Sharpton for
proactivcly working toward improving the black condition in America.
"People listen to them because they
cause stress," he said.
Although Graves graduated from
Morgan State Uni vcn.ity, Howard
Univen.ity has a special place in his
heart. He wa~ awarded an honorary
degree from the Universily for speaking at a commencement ceremony.
He has also sat on the Board of
Tru,1ees for lhe past nine years. He
complimented Howard Univer.;ity for
being lhe larges! black corporation in
America.
Toward the end o( the lecture.
Graves talked about the need for
black colleges and universities to
begin investing their capital in the
stock market. He l>Uid that he is pos•
ing the challenge for black institutions to create a sludent investment
club. When the club i, put 1ogelher,
Graves said that he would contribute
$ I0.000 to start it off. Upon hearing
lhe proposal. the current Finance and
Investments Club in the School of
Business quickly began to take the
ini1iative. "Howard Uni,-erstty will be
the first to respond quickly and
receive )'Our SI 0,000," said Howard
President H. Patrick Swygert after
awarding Graves a CEO day plaque.

Newest University Officers
Installed at Rankin Chapel
By V u FRff THO \! \)
Hilllop Start Writer
The Reverend Dr. Frederick Hayne, Ill dch\'ered hi, message of inspira,
tion Sunday at Rankin Chapel during the annual officer installation service.
Each year the chapel open, i1s doors to studen1 leaders of the organiiations
around campus. including 1he Howard Univen-ity Student Association. stu•
dent counci ls of lhc various schools, clubs and the chapel assistant officers.
Haynes is the pasior of Friendship Wesl Bap1i,1 Church m Dalla,. 'lexru..
one of the large,t African-American Baptist churches m the cily, with a
membership exceeding 5000.
The 1opic of the ,ermon \\as, "You are pregnant with potential. now gi\'e
binh to your dream,." Through a ,erie, of spiri1ual phrase,, Hayne, cap•
tured the atteQtion of the congregation. He explained lo Howard's student
body that in order to move forward, they must stop looking backward.
"We mu,t not allow our mcntalily 10 shape our reality, -.aid Haynes.
Saddled with fears. most people don'1 reach 1heir maximum potential, and
Hayne, called lhis epidemic tired, tacky and trining. He u~ed Time magazine as an example. He recalled it, recent series of the JOO greates1
See RANKIN.B6

Campus Digest
HUL Honored Retired
Philosophy Professor
Howard University Libraries honored Dr. William Augustus Banner,
Prof,-sor Emeritus in the l~partmcnt of Philosophy. wilh the 1999
"Eiu:elk n,e al lluv.1trd" R\\ard Frida) This aw,1rd recognizes the contribuuon of indfr1duals in the Howard Unvier,ity community who have
distinguhhed lhemsdve, \\ ith a lifelong pursuit ,,f excellence in scholan.hip. leaching and i.ervice.
Banner was lhe second ,\frican American to receive a Ph.D. in phil05·
ophy at Harvard University. He ,erved Howard Unh-erisity for 40 year•.

Accounting Chair Honored By
Arthur Andersen
Dr, Margaret Hicks, chairman of the department of a~counting at
Howard Univen.ity was awarded the 36th Arthur Andersen Pn,fessor,hip on Wednesday.•

National Physician Assistant Day_

Ph<xo By Th,y Ti<ul
l,uctl\l 'll"<hnolo,,es P"-""nled a dl«k ror$,q),000on beh:llr oru1< <Om(>an) to Jomes. H. John<on. Jr. dronor 1hc: I !<>"uni tnh~NI) Collri:t orF.ni:in<ttln,t,Arthi,
lecture, and l'omputer Sci<n<L, '!1-IQ). The rund; " ill b< uM'd ror lhc :.;hClot\ ooginet'rinK and rompuler sciena,s scholar.hip rund,

Wednesday is National Physician Assistant Day. In recognition of lhe
day. students from lhe physician as£i,tnnt program at Howard Uni,-ersity
will hold a bal(e sale/ educational seminar in fron1of the Blackburn
Center. Students are encoumged to buy baked goods and ge1 information about their beallh conc'erns between thehours of 11 a.m. and I p.m.
Also, bake goods will be ,old in fro111 of the College of Allied Health,
CUJ,rpu.f D1#'(1t l.t rT1111pil1-d l,y Rafuilt V-.1\.J.t. Ctu,y,,o EJ,tor 1<1 ,kbn.,t mcurriolJ Jt1r
Camp.•,f l>l.-.:nt p/ru'l.t' t"l 1n:11r1 Rujialt c1r 806-6.\'.06, H.ifi1t 101.806-47$,ft. ttr rmMf fu-l'at
tli,l,i/ltr>pfl! l,,>1mail., om
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HUSA/Hilltop Interlink Kicks off on WHBC
By CHRISTOPHER WtNDIIAM
Hillrop Sraff Writer
"'The HUSNHillrop Hour" hit rhe
airwaves Monday al IO a.m. on
Howard's s1uden1-nm rndio srntion.
WHBC 830 AM. following lhe slalion's Friday kick off.
Ahhough called "The HUSA/Hillrop Hour." the show is actually two
hours long. During 1he firs1 hour.
editors from The Hilltop discuss
issues affecting 1he student body.

"We inlend 10 discuss differenl • segments in the hour include "Poliopinions on some of 1he bigger lop• cy Poin1," when HUSA members and
ics on Howa.rd University's campus trus1ees will discuss personal topics,
and 1hroughou1 lhe communi1y," said and ·•Before It's News," a review of
Charles Coleman. cdi1orial edi1or ar the HUSA meeting of 1he week.
The Hilltop.
'Toe mosl imponan1 thing I wanl to
Nex1, HUSA represeniali\'CS and come ou1 of 'The HUSA/Hilltop
01her s1uden1 leaders discu,s policy Hour' is a grea1er undersianding of
decisions made al various meetings 1he media by 1he student body,"
HUSA Vice President Q. TerahJackduring lhe week. During lhe HUSA
son
said.
Hour, HUSA Presidenl Marilyn
Hoosen will give her 1hough1, of the
The idea of 1he radio show was
week on a varie1y of topics. 01her developed by Hoosen and Jackson

during !heir campaign. ·11,e revi1al•
iza1ion of the radio s1a1ion is vital 10
lhe developmenl of Howard University academically and '>OCially,"' Jackson said.
The show is an open fonun for discussion. S1uden1s are encouraged 10
call in and speak their minds. The discussion is open to any subjecl a stu•
dent wishes to discuss. The caller
can de1em1ine the content.
In order 10 in1eres1 music listeners,
"The HUSA/Hilltop Hour" will fca-

ture an "album of the week.'" Each
week. a new album will be featured.
Monday's show played lhe lalCSI
album from Lenny Kravitz.
Members of 1he 1wo organizations
will be able 10 converse during a 1en
minule crossover period between the
1wo segments. They will be able to
interact wi1h each other on serious
and sometimes humorous topics.
Jackson feels that the crossover period will give him lhe chance to inler,
act wi1h his associates at the s1uden1
paper.
"I look forward 10 the crossover. it

will give me a chance to in1erac1 with
Randy Shon IHi111op Special Projects
Editor( and Charles Coleman, whom
I haven• I been able 10 work wi1h
since the eleclions:·
Unfonuna1cly, due to the delay in
upgrading the signal of WHBC,
many students are unable to hear the
broadcas1.
"!l's going to take some time for
populari ly, .. Jackson said. ··We've
gol some idea., to make the show
popular. The main idea is 10 rcvi1ali1e WHBC."

GM Begins Sponsorship of School of Business Honors Program
By MIA So\lERSALL
Hilltop Staff \Vri1er
General Mo1ors. which claims as ils
mono "Leadership in 1he 21st Cen1ury," has found a new wave of fulUre
leaders: School of Business Honor
s1udeo1s.
Following lhe recent GM week at
the School of Business, the company held a reception celebrating ils
sponsorship of the School of Business Honors Program. The sponsorship consists of$I00.0001oward the
program over lhe span of three years.
GM plans to sponsor various seminars, site visits and the annual Honors retreat to tnke place this January.
In addi1ion. a $ I0,000 scholarship
has been set aside for a compe1i1ion

be1wcen deserving s1udents of 1he
program.
Bui GM 1s not a new face at
Howard Universi1y. The company
has adopted 1wo student teams in the
past and will adopt ano1her this year.
It also recruits regularly at the School
of Engineering. TI1e Honors Program
venture, GM represeniatives said.
gives them another reason to come on
campus.
Nadine Clifford is the one who
broughl the idea of sponsoring the
Honors Program to 1he GM recruit•
ing team. She said that she did so
because sl)e wa, impressed by the
quali1y of the students who comprise
the program. When sponsoring stu•
dent business teams, 1he company
only worked closely wi1h around 20
team members. "'By sponsoring 1he

Honors Program. GM will reach
more ,1uden1s:· Clifforo.l said.
The majority of the representatives
on GM"s Howard University recruiling team are Howard alumni, and
1hey have a special passion for lhe
University. This enthusiasm cou ld
be seen through the excitement they
expressed while talking to srudents in
1he Honors Program during the opening reception.
Jerry Gibbs. the head of the Howard
Univer<ity recruiting 1eam, did not go
10 Howard. He said thal his excite•
ment about the Univcr,ity stems
from years of coming in contact wi1h
i1s high-caliber students.
"Howard students generally do
extremely well in our company:· said
Gibbs. He said that 1he business
school's professionalism. in1egri1y.

and repu1ation impress GM. He
believes 1h01 it is no coincidence 1ha1
the mosl admired companies choose
Howard to recruil. "There is something aboul Howard 1ha1 drnws people in." he said.
And there is also something about
the Honors Program that draws companies in. Last year. it was only sponsored by 1hree companies: JP Morgan . Abbou Labora1ories and
Wamer-Lamben. GM is one of the
three new comparnc, 10 JOin in 1he
pa,1 three moi\1h,. The others are
Harley-Davidson ano.1 Merrill Lynch.
The level of ac1ive panicipation in
the Honors Program has d.oubled this
year as well. said Douglas Hooker.
pre.,idenl of lhe School of Business
Honor, Program. Hooker said thal
the number of Honors Program mem-

bers has risen from 80 10 130. The
amount of ac1ive panicipa1ion, he
said. is up from 44 to I00.
GM stressed to s1udents the globalization of the company. GM has a
presence all over 1he world,'including in La1in America, Asia Pacific.
Africa, and Eastern and Wcsiern
Europe. Accordfog 10 Gibbs. it is an
advantage. as most people don ·1 see
themselves in 1he same place. doing
the same things for their entire
careers. "'With GM. you don·1 have
10 go to another company 10 bran~h
ou1:· Gibbs said.
Hooker said !hat he is in1ere,1ed in
the finance opponuniues thm GM
has to offer. He is especially interested in the GMAC division of General Molors, which works primarily
with credi1 reviews and car financing.

Hooker said 1ha1 when he grnduates.
he ,ces himself working ,n projcc1
finance and operation,. One lhing
!hat he would like to i.ee GM do with
the program is 10 fonnulate GM case
studies in order to better familiarize
the s1udents with the company:
Angela Adams. a senior intema•
1ional business major- and 1he vice
pres1den1 of the Honors Prngram.
said that she ha, been impressed in
1hc past wilh GM", comm11men1 10
the School of Business. ··J am jus1
pleased 1ha1 the talen1ed studenls of
1he School of Business Execu1ive
Leadership Honors Program will be
able 10 take a leading role in re1um•
ing 1he favor... she said.

'America's Promise' Garners New Howard Volunteers at Recent Discussion
By FARA H A NTOINE
Hilltop Staff Writer
The first meeting of America·s
Promise was held last week. More
1han a dozen students showed up 10
pledge their suppon 10 1he program
dedica1ed 10 helping America's
youth.
Howard Universily recently made
a commitmenl to become more
actively involved as an inlegral pan
of America·s Promise. said coordinator Cleve Mesidor, a communications gradua1e s1Uden1. The America's Promise chap1er on campus is

hoping to rejuv.enate Howard University's panicipalion in the cause
and 10 position the University as an
ac1ive and effective part of the
alliance for youth.
At Howard, the execu1ive board
consists of a coordina1or, "fund-raiser. a mentor/tutor trainer and a chairperson of the five promises. Mesidor
oversees the execu1ive board to
en;ure thal the objectives are being
mel.
" I hope that graduate s1udents do
ge1 involved since mos1 gradua1e >1udents are usually so focused in their
studies that 1hey do not take part in

any activities," said Mesidor. Mentors will be gradua1e s1uden1s who
will meel with their mentees once a
week. The l>oard will also recrui1
undergraduate siudents from every
school 10 serve as tulon,.
Howard's chapter has adopled
Bruce Monroe Elementary School
and McFarland Middle School in
hopes of recrui1ing twenty children
from each insii1uiion.
•'This is really an opponunity for us
as students 10 give back to kids and
10 li1erally point 1hem in the right
direction and see 1he resul1s:· Mesi•
dor said.

The panicipation of graduale slu•
den1s in such an organiiation would
be ideal because it is expec1ed that
!heir level of educa1ion may qualify
them as sui1able menlors. Nonetheless, qm~ified undergraduate s1uclents
will also be considered.
Al the hean of America·, Promise
are five ba,ic promises made to every
child in America. The five promi,es
are 10 offer children an ongoing rclJtionship wi1h a caring adult, to offer
them·a ,afe place 10 go to during nonschool hours. 10 give children a
heallhy srnn. 10 give youth a marketable skill through effec1ive educa1ion. and 10 give back to 1he com-
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"I am looking forward 10 making a
commi1men1 because the help thal
some of these young kids need
requires the ,uppon from all !he sec1or, 1ha1 1he organization currently
includes," said senior marketing
major Julia Lee.
America·, Promi,e is chaired by
retired Army General Colin L. Powell. He is .i national crusader dedica1ed 10 mobitii.ing caring individu•
ab and the na1ion·, finc,1 groups and
organiza11on~. represen1ing every
sector of American life. The goal of
the organiza1ion h 10 build and
,1reng1hen the character and competence of 1he nation·, youth.
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munity through community ,ervice.
Unlike some of the other universi1ies thal are affilia1ed with America·,
Promise, Howard Universi1y"s com•
ntitment includes fulfilling oil f,,•e
promises.
··we discu"cd the vision for
Howard as a universily for promise
We spoke of how we were gomg 10
move forward." said Mesidor.
S1udems who are hearing about the
organization for the first time are
showing inlerest already. "America·s
Promise is becoming more widespread:· said sophomore music
major Kenneth Brown...A IOI of people are involved in 1he cause:·
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The team. Unsurpassed:
The opportunities. Extraordinary.
The place. Wells Fargo.
...

We seek to recruit the best.
We manage for excellence.

•

Career Exploration Day
Wednesday, October 6th, 10:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.
Armour J. Blackburn University Center

And we reward for performance.

Information Session for MBA Students
Tuesday, October 12th, 7:30 p.m. - 8:30 p.m.
Center for Professional Development

At Wells Fargo, you'll see leadership in action

MBA Career Fair
Thursday, October 28th, 9:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.
School of Business

every day. Managers with strategic vision,
marketing savvy and technological know how.
You'll be surrounded by innovation and sup'

For more information on Wells Fargo, please visit us at:

MBA Corporate Reception
Thursday, October 28th, 7:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.
School of Business

ported by a team of con1mitted professiona ls.
Your talents will be appreciated and rewarded.

MBA Interviews
Friday, October 29th, 9:00 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
School of Business

Our work environn1ent is inclusive. We value
the differences and the similarities of each
team member. We strive as a team. And, we

Undergraduate Interviews
Friday, November 12, 9:00 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
School of Business

Stop by our Career Booth and learn about opportunities in the following areas:

succeed as a team.
,

• Auditing • Finance • Human Resources• Lending • Marketing

So if you're searching for a remarkable career
worthy of your ta lent, consider Wells Fargo
today. EEO, m/f/d/v.

•

..

• Operations • Risk Management
• Technology • Sales • Customer Service
•Retail • Professional Train ing Programs

www.wellsfargo.com
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'NewsVision' Prepares for New Season
By JENNIFER R. DYSON
Hilltop Staff Writer
"NewsVision:· a weekly TV talk show
produced by Howard University students,
is back for another seal.on of hard-hitting
journalism and creative insight.
Seven shows will be broadcast on Channel 32 during primetime this semester
covering the following topics: breast cancer, home improvement. Washington,
D.C. Police and the community. the
future of the District's school system,
Style 101. Taste of the Town (food poisoning scare), and MS.
"'NewsVision· is a 30-minute show
similar to a news magazine." said Janice
N. Edwards. an associate producer. 'The
focus is to repon on current issues and
events. There will be three 10 four
esteemed guests, who are expens in their

fields, presenl 10 talk about cena.in top•
ics thal 'NewsVision' will cover."
The executive producer of the show is
Professor Otis Thomas, who teaches
broadcast news courses al the introduclory and advanced levels. His research
has focused on you1h and media. His
crea1ive and professional ac1ivi1ics have
included work as a reponer. news anchor
and host of a radio show.
"We set high standards for reponing and
interviewing, and we expect studen1s 10
excel- in the classroom, in the field and
on the sci," Thomas said.
Edward's co-associate producer is Lincoln Brown, Jr. Thejob du1ies of1he associate producers include scheduling
guests. writing scrip1s and helping the
anchors. Kimothy,Brown. Allison Caviness. and Jenee James are 1his year's
assistan1 producers. The 1999 NewsVi-

sion Anchors are Chris1ie Davis, Crys1al
Robinson and Torri Silver.
The 1echnical work, including camera,
graphic and audio con1rol, is done by slu•
dents from a class taughc by Professor
Gonzalez. co-ehair of the Oepanmenl of
Radio, Television and Film.
"We lake cheory and make ii real.'' Gonzalez said. "If studenls are serious, the
craining and hard work can be a power•
ful ally in !heir professional developmen1. ··
Reponers for 1he show are required to
rnke 1he "NewsVision" class. For the
show, reponers go out inlo the field,
research their 1opics and write stories.
They repon on issues and discuss events,
1imes or places releva.n110 the show. Studenls enrolled in "Ne)VsVision" gel field
experiences as reponers, wri1ers and producers. The show also provides s1udio

experience 10 panicipaling students as
anchors and control room personnel.
Edwards said chat although "NewsVision" has always been a class, students in
the lntroduc1ion to Broadcast Journalism
class can do packages for che show.
A press release for Sep1. 28. sinled "the
show provides a real-world look ac broadcas1ing by combining journalism stu•
dents and majors in 1he Department of
Radio. Television and Film 10 create a
community forum for ideas and opin•
ions.''

Gradua1es of che "NewsVision" class
include Fredricka Whitfield of NBC.
lmani Crosby of the Uni1ed Stales govemmen1's "Voice of America," and Calin
Thomas Samuel of CNN. "NewsVision"
will air every Saturday at 6 p.m. on Channel 32 WHUT-TV, Howard University
Public Television.

HUSA
from Al

"You run a delicate balan~ in politics,"
he said. "We have put the idea of timeliness to four policy of full disclosure]."
He said information was like a cake and
should not be served until it is fully
baked. "Sometimes things aren't ready,"
he said. "When you prepare it, you need
to make sure that it is ready."
Jackson said that HUSA's main cause
is unity. The administration ran under the
UNITY 2000 platform. which stands for
United Nationally and Internationally
Together for the Year 2000.
The administration ·s budge• has been a
big issue this year. Under their transparency principle, HUSA decided 10
share wilh 1he s1uden1s 1hat ils aecounl
was overdrawn from previous adminislrations. "We feel tha1 there is an overwhelming amount of secrecy at this university, and we believe 1ha1 only 1hrough
truth can service produce a better universi1y."
Ahhougb, 1he adminis1ra1ion s1ill does
nol have an approved budge! for pro•
grams, some are saying ii should be
doing more in 1erms of grassroot organizing of studen1s. "Earlier Ibis semester
when evenls were popping up. !here was
nothing done or i1 wasn ·1 broughl ouc 10
Che mass cons1i1uency;· Brown sa.id. He
added tha1 during regis1ra1ion. ahhough
the administration assis1ed s1udents, there
was no s1and thac he was aware of rnken
10 condemn the slow process.
Jackson said anolher big issue for
HUSA is the demand of a tuicion freeze.
"Our tuilion has been raised every year.
but we don·c see lhe service promi,ed,"
he said.
Hoosen said 1ha1 1he HUSA administration plans 10 develop a survey 10 show
how students feel about the cuition
increase. "We want 10 garner 1ha1 informa1ion as we gear up for our meetings
with 1he Tuition Rates and Review Commiuee," she said

Trustee Commends Students Who Serve Others
By KENRYA J\.lALIKII RANKIN
"In recognizing outscanding gradua1e smdencs throughou1
1he year I hope 10 bring auention to the many graduate s1udents chac work. auend class. care for Iheir children. and still
find time to serve the Howard Universicy student body," said
Gradua1e Trustee Che' Sayles. The first group to be recognized is che execu1ive board of the Howard Universicy
School of Social Work S1uden1 Govemmenc Associacion.
On Tuesday. the officers met in lnabel Lindsay Hall 10
speak about che goals of their organizalion.
"We aim 10 increase che presence of the School of Social
Work as it applies 10 the general universi1y,'' said President
Kieta 0. Taylor.
"We hope 10 esiablish a lashng presence in rhe School of
Social Worl..,'' added Vice Presidenl Harry Lawson Jr. So
far, chis new e,ecu1ive board has done jusl chat
The group panicipaced in AIDS Walk O.C. last Sunday.
and Wednesday. they held the Forum of Cull\lrally Compelenl Praciiccs in che Hispanic Communi1y. as a part of their
cclebra1ioo of Hispanic Hericage Month.
In the works are plans 10 adopl an area elementary school
and a program 10 malch s1udents with local senior cicizens.
The Studenc Govemmen1 Association will also be assis1ing

RAP
from Al

Bue some s1uden1s say new lines may noc elimina1e
long lines. And wi1h che school year moving speedily ahead. the possibility of more reghtration problems has many on guard.
Kim Morrison, a junior biology major, said a shon
period of lime 10 adjust to the new syscem is unders1andable. bu1 1ha1 she has her own problems.
"I underscand 1ha1 chere are problems with che new
sys1em.'' said Morrison. a laureace ~holar. "However,
che money that I was supposed to be receiving in my
refund check ,s alloued for my meals. Wi1hou1 che
scholarship being in 1he system no money means no
food."
Morrison's silUation is not unique. University officials are still trying 10 correc1 serious in1errup1ions
in che financial aid endowmenls of many students.
Will 1his be 1he case in the spring semes1er? Nicholson claims 1ha1 i1 will not.
·1be process is done for che year. The award le1ter indicates both fall and spring [semeslers]. However, we cannol complele everything for a studenl
who hasn'I turned in all required documents." Nicholson said.
She concedes tha1 che financial .iid depanmen1 was
one of che most problematic during che regis1ra1ion
period because of all che differcnl componenls
involved. Financial aid is a Slep-by-step process. and
jumping from the firsl slep 10 the lase is impossible,
she said. In an effon 10 increase 1he efficiency of the
financial aid depanmen1, i1s s1aff has been increased
by a liule more than fony percent The administracion has also implemen1ed staff increases in several
01her depanments as well to handle the increased
workload. The University is not taking the spring registration period ligh1Jy, Nicholson said.

-bacing this entity. He staled that
much of the pocential for minorities' success is in their auilude. To
drive home his point. he invoked a
tool thal has made him famous phrasing. A no1able analogy was of
giancs and grasshoppers.
"You cannot strive for a big goal if
you think of yourself as a grasshopper:· he said. Too oflcn, 1mnori1ies,
assume that a11i1ude, he said. As a
resuh they 1hink that due 10 1heir relatively small stacus in the power

Views
What is your opinion of
this year's
BUSA administration?
"Their budge• is overdrawn. and 1heir noc
gelling paid. They
cnn't work in an
a1mosphere 1hat is
hostile."
--Hillary Nash
Biology. Jr.

Spocial To The Hilltop
Th<! School of Soda! Wori< S1udcnt G<Mmnienl was recognil.<d by )C rnduatr Trustee q,. Sa) l<s. 11,e boord 's member,, are (l•r) Shil'l'tha D.
Washington, Horry 1.,mson,Jr. M,ghan Kissell, Jaime. I. W)che, Terracita Po>1el~ L. Gabriel Rojo and Kleia D. T3J lor.

from Al

from Al

and

"I feel that they are
nol giving us all, or
enough infom1ation
1ha1 we need. If they
wane suppon. 1hey
need 10 inform us."
--Jamie Sampson
Biology, Jr.

REGISTRATION

JESSE

Voices

Names aside, lhe event is slill winning praise from students.
"Howard needs more events like
1ha1." said Claudy Joseph, a junior
marke1ing major from Miami. Florida. "!e's a good represcn1a1ion of
how hip-hop is ,upposed 10 be. I'm
definitely going 10 the nexl round. I
hope the audio gees belier, otherwise. il was great!''

The varied s1yle of lyricism ,s also
a major draw 10 che compe1i1ion.
sa.id advcnising major, Jolene Rat1ray.
'There was 100 much vulgarity bul

SPENCE
from Al
back. He even turned down a
$2.500 se11lemcn1 1ha1 had been
offered by che University. The
money wasn·1 enough - he wan1ed his job back.
'That's when I pro1es1ed again
on Swygen's ;idewalk.'' he said.
Carrying signs calling for an end
to "black on black racism," Spence
said Swygen finally confronled him
and dared Spence 10 slep on his
lawn.

suvc1ure they can never rise above
the s1acus quo and ge1 a foot in 1he
poli1ical framework of American
society.
Another phrase Jackson employed
was "S1rong minds break strong
chains." Jackson said that minorities
should assume this gianl anitude to
break the s1rong chains 1ha1 keep
them down. But, while Jackson
believed that part of minority success
was in cheir hands, he did 001 subscribe 10 the idealis1ic notion that all
of ii was. His speech made ii clear
1hat racism's con1inuing affects are
an inherent pan of 1be lack of minor•
ity political rnobilily.

a family in Princeville. Nonh Carolina, thac ,offered loss-

es as the resuh of Hurricane Floyd.
The Student Government Association's mosl notable program is Challenge 2000. This program encourages scudents
in the School of Social Work 10 serve a 101al of 2000 hours
of communily service by May 2000. Taylor feels that as
social work s1uden1s. "It's our obligation 10 serve the community we work wi1h chrough non-paid volunteer hours."
Terracirn Powell. the Graduale S1uden1 Associn1ion Represeniative for the School of Social Work feels thac i1 is also
their duty 10 ;,erve the students. "Wilhin every incoming
class. we· re hoping to improve the comfon level 10 make
things go ;,moother while here." The S1udent Govcrnmen1
Associalion encourages s1uden1s from every dcpanmenl on
every academic level to panicipale in their ac1ivi1ies.
The exccu1ive members of che Howard University School
of Social Work Student Governmen1 Association are: Kieta
0. Taylor. Presidenc, Harry Lawson Jr.. Vice President. L.
Gabriel Rojo. Secretary. Shirena 0. Washing1on. Treasurer, Meghan Ki.sell, Program Coordinacor, Terracica Powell, Graduace S1uden1 Associalion Represen1acive. and Jaime
I. Wyche. His1orian.

ii was really entertaining My
favorile emcee was Shock C. I'm
looking forward to lhe second
round." she said.
And so are the event organizers who
sold tickels for $2 a11he door.
"Emcees defini1ely did jus1ice to
che an [Hip-Hop] and the crowd,"
said Miles Gray. a member of the
Verbal Armageddon coordinating
learn. Even more exhi larating was
the audience panicipacion. Coordi•
na1or, Iman Kennerly said "ic was
pleasing 10 see the very much
involved and en1husias1ic audience."
Both were hosls for the night.
According 10 evenI organizers. 40%
of the audience was female Chough
none of the performers were. Fresh•
man. Kyndal De Pass of Hemps1ead,
New York noticed the heavy con"I thought he was going to shoo!
me .... I was so shocked and so
scared. [Swygen) said, 'as long as
you're brea1hing you're going 10 be
paying for embarrassing my fan1ily in fronc of my neighbors,'"
Spence said.
Bui Spence's pro1es1s did not slop.
It was during a protes1 direclly
behind the Administration building that he was arres1ed on charges
of stalking Swygen.
'1'he police told me lhat !here had
been a warrant out for my arresl for
a year. But I had noc known of any
warrant The police !old me thal

Jackson's criticism of U.S. foreign
policy made ii evident tbat racism's
borders were 001 confined 10 lhe 50
s1a1es but ex1endcd 10 the world. He
asked the question. "How could you
help people in Kosovo, when people
in Sierra Leone were dying?"
Jackson also spenl much 1ime discussing the depraved economic sta•
cus of the urtian areas of the U.S. and
such problems as the drug proliferation in the black and Latino communilies.
He said that "We must say. 'UP with
hope, DOWN wilh dope!'" to
encourage an end 10 this problem.
To enforce 1he points he made. Jack-

centrntion of male perfonners. "I
think 1ha1 females didn'c panicip:ue
because they bnven·c seen others do
ii," she said. "I enjoyed myself, my
favori1es were K-Ruckuss and OayFu."
Gray said he also enjoyed 1he talent
of the nigh 1. "I was pleased with che
cum out. however. I would have
liked 10 see more female panicipan1s." he said
" I was impressed with the energy,
effon. and calent che emcee, dis•
played. some in the face ot admictedly questionable circumslances."
Kennerly said.
For more i1iformatio11 011 Verbal
Armagetldo11,
co111ocr:
1·erbal_armegeddo11@Jromu,il.co111.

they didn'I arresl me because they
didn'I have my address, but the
Universily had my address. They
only wan1ed 10 arres1 me because I
was protes1ing. When I wasn·c
protesting things were fine,"
Spence said.
The pro1es1ing will conlinue.
Spence said. unlil the University
sils down with him and hears his

"I have no idea whac's

going on. but I 1hink
the prcsidenl is very
anicula1e."
--Caren Ward
Phycoligy. 41h year
Grad S1uden1

"I wish they would
advenise che even1s
more so chat more
people can find ouc
about i1. Make ii
more accessible so
the s1udents can gee
involved,"
--Stephen 'Aklr'
Woods
Economics. Jr.

"For one. their 001
visible enough. They
need 10 inform people
of chcir progress.
People want to know
wha1 they look like."
--Kim Myrick
Speech Communica•
lions. Sr.

"l 1hink they should
concentra1e on che
s1uden1s. and wha1
they need 10 do. The
studen1s are uninformed."
--Kofi Hill
C.O.B.l.S .•
Sophomore

concerns.

"I'm trying 10 ge1 1his thing out
I'm trying to ge1 suppon." he said.
"I wanl my job back with back pay
and an official apology from the H.
Patrick Swygen adminiscration,"

son capped off his speech wich his
popular quoce, "I am somebody."
The crowd chan1ed it wi1h him and
1he sound reverberaced through the
audicorium and che overflow room.
"The speech was inspirational, positive and has the po1en1ial 10 influence the masses," senior !mad Hoss
Umar said.
Jackson's speech struck a chord wilh
junior biology major LaTrina Neal.
II had concrete relevance to her
because she was able 10 overcome
grea1 obs1acles 10 continue her college education, reiuming 10 Howard
afler a 1en-year absence.

'
;

"I know they have
financial problems.
1hink !hey cnn do
much bener."
--Unpha Karoma
Pharmacy, 2nd year
Grad. SIUdent
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Thousands Show Support at AIDS ·Walk
By Saba Bireda
City Editor
ore than 30,000 concerned
Washington, D.C. area residents showed their suppon
for AIDS prevention and research
Sunday at the 13th annual Whitman•
Walker Clinic's AIDS Walk.
The walk raised between $1 .2 million and SI .5 million for the clinic's
many services, including its health
clinic, housing and legal services,
food bank and mental health counseling. Panicipation in the 6.2 mile
walk exceeded the expectations of
Whitman-Walker officials despite the

M

immense heat of the day.
The walk staned at the Mall. con•
tinued through downtown and ended
back at the Mall. There were several
booths set up with information about
the clinic and its services. WhitmanWalker spokesman Michael Cover
was especially pleased at the
increased number of young people
present nt the walk. "AIDS is _getting
younger and younger...[the walk] is
one of the many incredible opponunities for young people to help cdu•
cate their peers and take personal
responsibility," he said.
Cover also pointed out the
increased need for suppon from the

African -American community.
Although Africrui Americans constitute only 13 percent of the U.S. pop•
ulation. they make up 45 percent of
AIDS cases in the nation and 70 percent of all c:L,es in Washington, D.C.
Cover cited historic opposition
toward open discussions about AIDS
and other related topics in many eth•
nic groups but also noted that recent•
ly the clinic has been successful in
r.iising awareness through communily Ojltreach and involvement.
Women's Health Connection works
to promote awareness and prevention
among African-American women
while Safe in My Brothers' Arms

(SIMBA) involves homosexual st.rong presence at the walk. With
African-American men. In addition, more than 100 students panicipating.
the clinic has staned formal rela- the Howard team placed in the top
tionships with area churches. which ten. The team wns organized by Vicki
traditionally play a large role in Suggs in the Office of Student ActivAfrican-American and Latino com- ities in conjunction with different
munities.
organizations and school councils.
Cover encouraged people to get The ,tudents then met Sunday afterinvolved with AIDS prevention noon at Blackbum to go the event.
because "AIDS is not over....[MJany
Tiffany Nowlin. a sophomore in
Americans are becoming ll,)ore and the school of Allied Health, went a.~
more complacent." Although some a representative of Campus Pals and
people, who join the walk do not offi• the Cheerleading squad. As a firstcially register and donate money, time panicipant in the walk, Nowlin
Cover said he is pleased at their said she had an enjoyable time while
desire to show suppon.
""meeting lots of new people and
As in recent years, Howard had a learning a lot about AIDS." Nowlin

also said that she was surprised at the
number of students in attendance at
the walk.
Misty Black, a senior biology
major, did not panicipate as pan of
the Howard team but rnstead chose to
do the walk with a group of friends.
Afler seeing a brochure about the
march and being encouraged by her
mother, Black decided to register.
"Anything that raises money to make
black people more aware of AIDS is
a good cause," Black commented.
To ,•o/umeerat the Whitman-Walk-

er Clinic, call 797-4400.

Mayor Launches New Anti-Drug Efforts
By April Daniels
Hilltop Staff Writer
Mayor Anthony Williams' anti•
drug administration was issued a$ I5
million grant to aid effons in cutting
back crime. violence and drug abuse.
Headed by federal prosecutor Enk
Christian. the mayors· office has
derived a plan to bring changes to the
city. Christian has been assigned to
help lead a plan to reduce drug-related crime, reduce substance abuse and
encourage more community involvement in the process.

Many residents have become tired
of battling drugs and their by-products but arc still willing to help. "I
have lived in the District since 1968
and heard the same speeches before:·
said Ben Harris, a Southwest resident. ··1 like the ideas proposed and
I am willing to hdp a, long as the
effons aru genuine al\d not a public•
ity boast.''
According to the mayor's office, the
•plan includes a time line that makes
his speeches different from those of
the past. "'The mayor"s administration
hns set several short-term and long•

City Briefs
Council Alleges Housing Insurance Discrimination
The Fair Housing Council of Greater Washington released a repon Tuesday alleging discrimination against African Americans and Latinos seeking housing insurance. In 150 test cases perfom,ed by the agency, 45 percent of calls by African American and Latino callers compared to white
c:ll.lers showed signs of discrimination. The testers used voices and names
that could be racially identified. Tbe callers a.,ked a variel)I of questions
about policies and coverage and many were given misinfonnation or were
faeed with reluctance to answer questions. TI1e snady wa, panially
financed by the Depanment of Housing and Urban Development.

term goals," said Germonigue Jones.
deputy press secretary of planning.
'"Shon-term goals are the things
which we hope 10 reach within the
next one to three months. They would
include more community involvement. This will be done by initiating
more neighborhood watch groups
with stronger police enforcement.
The youth in the city are being targeted as well; the mayor is hoping to
open more community centers to give
positive places for children to go."
Jones said.
JQnes explained long-term plans

such as creating red zones. Red zones
will be areas in the city where the
police force will try to cut down on
loitering. "Where there are open
areas with a lot of people around
usually there is illegal activity or violence waiting to happen," Jones said.
The mayor's administratton firmly
stands behind the efforts to work
with the outlined plans. According to
the mayor's office, the wrong
approach has been taken in the pasr
few years. "The community is going
10 be a major factor in helping cut
down on crime and drugs," Jones

said. "Once we have cut down the
drugs the effort does not stop there.
We must continue to have a unified
front. for example, once the drug rate
is down then we must continue the
effons with counseling and trcat'inent
to help people stay off drugs and
away from drugs."
Mayor Williams said that an additional $9 million in city grants will
allow the city to put 200 more offi.
cers on the streets and in the n(lfCotics
investigation unit. There will also be
frequent drug raids and patrols to
attack the drug problem in the city.

"The mayof has opted to begin with
six major areas in the District over the
next 12 months," Jones said. Kelsey
Gardens in Nonhwest, Georgia Ave.
up to Harvard street in Northwest,
Montello Avenue to Oats Street, the
500-700 blocks of Division Avenue
in Nonheast, 16th & D streets in
Southeast, and Galveston Place are
among the area, that will be targeted.
Program head Erik Christian is
aware of the pressures faced in trying to correct the problems in the city.
"We are not trying to fix the city
ovemiiµit. but we will be committed
to puttmg in the time to try and correct [the problems]" Christian said.

Interested in Writing For The City Page?
Come To the City Writers Workshop Saturday,
October 2nd
at 12 Noon in the Howard Towers West
Community Room
\

President Clinton Vetoes D.C. Budget
President Clinton vetoed a bill Tuesday that would have approved the Dis•
trict's $4.7 billion budget because of concems about the amount of
restrictions placed upon the District', government.
There have been effons by House Republicans to stop the passage of a
district bill allowing lhe medicinal use of marijuana and funding for nee• .
dle exchange progr.ims. Republicans had added riders to the bill that would
have usurped the power of the Washington. D.C. citizens to pass the pop·
ular referendums.
The budget also included a ta, cut for city residents and a college tuition
prugrnm guaranteeing District high school students in-state tuition rates
at out •of-state schools, In response to the velo. Mayor Anthony A.
Williams said, "It unfortunate that Congress. after all the good work on
our budget and ,uppon for our local official\· priori1ies, adopted svcinl
riders that intrude into the self-government of the Distric1 of Colombia.''
Williams approved of the President's veto and encouraged the President
:ind Congress to come to agreement on the budget.

New Police Review Board Members Nominated
Mayor Anthony Wimams revived the city's Citizen Complaint Review
Board with the nomination of four new members. New nominee~ mclude
Mai Femandc,, a Colombia Heights Youth Center employee; Patricia Fisher, a psycholog1,t: Michael Sainte-Andress. an AIDS activist; and ~tichael
Selmi. a law profrssor at George Washington University. The board will
review complaint, of police misconduct.

D.C. Receives $20 Million Grant
The District received a S20 million grant from the feder.il guvcmmenl for
reducing the number of out-of-wedlock births by 3. 7 percent between 1994
and 1997. The money was !,'flinted as p;trt of 1996 welfare rcfonn laws
aimed at lowering out-of-wedlock binhs while maintaining or lowering
abonion rates.
To acquire the gr.int. a state had to have met a federal mandate for work
participation r.ite,, spent local welfare moneys, lowered the out-of-wedlock birth, by one percent and prowd that abonion rates did not go up.
Throuih the effons of several agencies and progrnm,. the Distri,t became
the second most successful ,tate in lowering out-of-wedlock binhs.
In reference to how the money will be used. Depanment of Human Services Director Jearline F. Williams.,;aid, •·we will invest in a variety of
progmms and initiates to address barriers to employment. help break the
cycle of povcny and assist families in their quest to become, and remain,
~e If-sufl'icient.''

Mayor Recognizes City's Y2K Problems

,

Mayor 1\nthon) Williams apologized for the District', late Y2K compliance efforts during a Congressional hearing on the matter. Thr city'; lale•
~tarting repair program has already cost $120 mi Ilion. In addition to the
late ~tan, the city has had several problem, keeping finances straight conceming the project. Williams promised to correct the problems and find
out who i~ responsible for any misallocations of funds. So fur 76 percent
of the District's 370 computer systems have been fixed. City planners will
also have back-up system, in place in case there is an interruption in services.

-Comprled by Saba Birrda
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Cha11ce or De 1gn
Don't take a chance on
yoltt car<'<'I'. Working at'
C' ICNA is cliffc>rl'nt. We don ·t
try 10 forcl' you into a job that
doP.sr1't lit your ahiliti<•s.
Whm v,'l' do h find rPwarding,
chnlknging .,ncl (yrs) fun
opponunili<•:-. f'or to111orrow·.s
bu-..lnPss l<•aders. Ones thcll take'
th!' kind of talc>11t and hard
work you'vp already shown
in c-arning your d<'grc-e.

The rP:,u It h n1or<' productive live!>
that bc-n<'fit ltS a:, well as our
e1nploy<'<'!->.
Wilh 43.000 en1ployePs worldwide>

and $93 billion in assc>ts. CIGNA
is "global e,nployc•e bPnefil!> and
financial sPrvices cornpany. Beyond
t hos<' nun1ber:,, we :,trivP ever·y
day to live- up to our reputation
as "'A Businc-ss of C,tring...
Stop by tht• upco rning car<'er
fair and talk with one of our
repn•sental iV<'!i.

That's nut all. We're also just
as interc-s1 ed in y<>trr pc>1·sonal
f'ulfilln·wnt. Which i:, probably
vvhy WC' have ,nae.le a habit of
showing up on a lot of "hC'St
places to work" lists fron1
Forlwl<' to Working Motlwr.

Event:

Careers Exploration Day ·

Date:

October 6, 1999

CIGNA's built its success on

Time:

1 0:00 am - 4:00 pm

hir·ing hr ight. crralive individltab

Place:

fron1 all rnajo·r background:,
and hrl ping lhe111 build carl't'rs
filled with 111eaningful work
that brings ouL lhcir best.

Armour J. Blackburn
University Center

One CIGNA: Many Opµorlunilies.

Are You the One?

R®
CIGNA

A Busine~s ofCClring.

Visit us on the Web: www.dgno.com/working/college
We're on equa t oppo,tumty urnp&oyer M i FJO N ·ctGNA" ,e 1e, a to CtONA Corpor•tion and 1C>r one o, more ot 11• aubttd'4ln♦s
M ost empk>y•• • are employed by t ubt.tO,aoes o1 CIGNA C o tporat,on, Wh,ch p rov,da ,niu ,an c♦ •nd rel•teo products

•
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Howard Grad Returns After Two Years in South Africa With Peace Corps
By Lynn Simmonds
Nation & World Editor

A composer of anti-apartheid raps. a student of African Studies and an activist in
community development, c.p. Glin !.aid his
participation in the Peace Corps' first trip
to South Africa was his destiny.
"South Africa has always played a role in
.._
my life, indirectly," he said. "All these
thipgs were coming into place." While at
News From Around The World Howard, Glin srudied political science and
spent four months in a Foreign Service
~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , internship in Ghana. It was in West Africa
Guadeloupe Riots Come to an End
that he met Peace Corps volunteers, and was
inspired to help the people of Africa directPOINT-A-PITRE. Guadeloupe
Riots were ly. Instead of entering the Foreign Service,
initiated by angry citizens after a well-known he said wanted grassroots experience.
leader was sentenced to jail time. Police had a dif.
Glin, now a regional Peace Corps
ficult time calming rioting crowds in Guade• recruiter, has returned after two years
loupe's capital on Sept. 25.
abroad and wants to share infonnation about
Labor leader Annand Goto was sentenced to 4 opportunities after college with Howard
months in jail for assaulting a police ofticer. The University srudents. "I want everyone to
incident occurred during negotiations that were have an international perspective." he said.
held to appense a member of the electricians
According to Glin, there is a network of
union who had losi his job with a local auto deal· Howard University volunteers in Zimbabership
we, Uganda, Ecuador. Mozambique and
The looting and disorderly conduct lasted for South Africa in the Peace Corps. However,
three days, and can1e to a h,~t after several am:sts he feels there are still not enough Howard
were made. During the riots, cars were set on fire, volunteers, so he is looking at the Universtreets were filled with tr.ish. and six police offi- sity as his special project for recruitment.
cers were injured. Currently. 91 officers have
The I998-99 stntist ics forthe Peace Corps
been sent to Guadeloupe from abroad in order to show that 78 percent of volunteers arc white
maintain the peace.
and only 3 percent are African American.
"African Americans haven't been riling
Illegal Liquor Kills 23
advantage of it enough." said Glin. "Black
people need 10 be present on all fronts."
NAIROBI. Kenya - Methanol alcohol sold as
When he is asked by some people of color
whiskey killed 23 citizens in central Kenya on why they should go to another country to
Thursday. Twenty-two others were hospitalized suffer and be poor. he says that helping
after consumption of the illegal drink and three Africans to revitalize their communities
were blinded.
would help American people of color see
Water and food coloring were added to methanol that they are connected and would help
alcohol in order to pass it off ns whiskey. Last them to uplift the black race. "Howard Uni•
year in Kenya. a similar situation occurred and versity taeght me about my African ances90 people were killed while some other were try; Peace Corps helped me reclaim it," said
t,linded. Although lhis liquor is illegal. it is com- Glin.
mon in Kenya and oilier areas because it is
Peace Corps. a 37-year-old U.S.-funded
cheap. Most of the citizens of Kenya live on less volunteer service. has been mvited to over
than $1 per day.
80 countries. Trained volunteers with
degrees aid anywhere they can by offering
Hundreds Iltjured, 14 Killed ih South
a different perspective. Altemaiive methods
African.Bus Crashes
in agriculture. education and business are
suggested. but not imposed on others.
KOKSTAD. South Africa-The fourth and last
The Peace Corps offers different programs
in a series of bus crashes occurred Sept. 25 when
in which to volunteer and cam a master's
a bus drove off a highway and ran into a tree near
degree such as Peace Corps Fellows. Mas•
Kokstad. a province near eastern South Africa.
ters International. The organization will
The accident claimed the lives of 14 people and
pay for a portion of the volunteer', graduinjured 20.
ate school tuition or will cancel some of the
1n three consecutive days, 32 people were killed
debts of college loans. depending on 1he
and more than IOOwcre injured in bus accidents.
The government of South Africa has promised program.
Before a group of invited Peace Corps vol•
to do its best to ensure that such accidents do not
unteers
went to South Africa, President
occur again. In an effort to stop the,e accidents,
Nelson
Mandela
requested that the group of
Transportation Minister Dullah Omar has
planned to speak with representati,·cs from the
bus companies.
Earlier in the week. a school bus collided with
another bus near Johannesburg. killing six pco•
pie. Previous to the Johnnnesbuq: crash, a bus
collided with a tnick 240 miles north of Cape
Town. killini; I 2 people.

111111,1

Pholo By Troy Tteucl
C.D. Glin, a lloward alumnus is now a regional Peace Corps recruller ,and rtturntd ancr ,~o) ears abroad to sha~ information about opportuni•
liN aner college '4'ilh llo,"1rd Unh er';liil) students.

volunteer. represent the diversity o( the
United States in terms of age, race and gender. Glin was one often African Americans
in a group of 32 volunteers sent to South
Africa. Other minorities and four people
over 55 years old were included.
"Being in South Africa from ·97 to ·99
was like Birmingham. Alabama in the
1960s," he said. In the nonhern South
African city of Phokeng. Glin. a School and
Community Resource volunteer, worked
closely with Nonhem Sotho teachers to
suggest techniques for improvement. In the
five schools there. the class sizes ranged
from 35 10 80 students 1aught by teachers
who used to teach under the rote learning
system. Thi, old sy,tem did not enable the
students' critical thinking
as it was
mostly based on call and respon<;C method,
repetition and memorization.
Glin began the implementation of a new
South African curriculum entitled "Curriculum 2005." In weekly workshops with
89 teachers. he taught English as a Second
Language. clas.sroom and school manage•
ment and other support skills. With the
approval of the teachers. Glin implemented a pen pal program between a school in
South Africa and an elementary school in
Adams-Morgan The program helped the
students gain a bcner unden.tanding of Eng•
lish and differences between 1he two cultures.
"One of my shining experiences in Peace
Corps was on March 28. the Peace Corps'

,~ill,.

37th anniversary." he said. On this day, the
students from the two different countries
were able to see each other via satellite.
In schools where there were no t~chcrs'
lounges. offices, or a principal's office. the
idea of a needed Teachers' Resource Center was made a reality. Glin helped the
teachers understand the process of applying
for grants to acquire the money 10 create the
center.
Lack of space hindered the progress of the
schools. particularly when linkages between
the community and schools were being
established. and children would be moved
when a classroom had to be used as a meeting place for teachers and parents.
'Through the teachers, I've helped all my
children," he said. "You don·1 want to shine.
you want the community to shine."
Glin sought to instill a sense of pride in the
students by producing activities with two
other teachers that allowed students to read
poetry. sing songs. perform traditional
dances and hold a fashion show to recognize Youth Day Celebration. a national holiday that commemorates for 1he Soweto student uprising in 1976.
During his earned vacation period, Glin
traveled back to the U.S. to hi, family in
New Orleans. Even while away Glin continued his work for the community, for he
remembered the students lined up in 50 to
60 degree weather. most wearing shorts
and short sleeved shirts, their only unifonn
for 1he year. He remembered the sniffling,

coughing and wheezing of the elementary
school students that became the sounds of
1he mornings as winter came.
He asked his parents and siblings to donate
1heir old clothing. After speaking about his
work abroad at his parents' church. the
members were able to raise 2.000 lbs. of
clothes, linens and shoes. Money was also
given by church members - .$3.00\)- but
could not be accepted by the Peace Corps
directly. so the money was used to purchase
25 computerized learning pads. Five pads
were given to each of the five schools.
With all the activities and programs Glin
initiated, even in his absence his work
remains. which is all he ever wanted.
While in South Africa, Olin's biggest
challenge was understanding how a coun•
try of blacks could be ruled by such a small
number of whites. ·They were beaten down
psychologically by a small number of
whites. In rural areas. I've encountered
people that do love themselves. but not
more than they love the white man. I unders1and my struggle," he said. referring to the
African American experience.
However. he sought a clearer understand•
ing of how one is enslaved in his own
home. He would ask some Northern Sotho
people how they were able to live through
it. "I have so much respect for them. They
are survivors and heroes to me; in the end
they won."
For more i11fomza1io11 011 the PeaceCorps
cmrract C.D. Gli11 at (703) 235-9/9/ or
cglin@peaucorps.goi,

Sierra Leo~ean Teens Speak Out Against Child Combat

Old-School Reggae Reestablished In
Jamnicn
KINGSTON, Jamaica Twenty years after tlte
deaths of reggae greats Bob Marley und Peter
Tosh, their old-school style of Caribbean music
is being broadcast on Jamaican ainvaves more
than usual.
During the late '70s, Marley and Tosh, along \\ith
others. used their music to document the siruggles of their people and political unre ,t.
Five gang members were killed in an army
an1bush and members of political parties thought
that the killing incidents and the mu,ic were
related. Former Defense Minister Dudley
Thompson made a derogatory statement in
regards to this killing. si1ying that the gang memben. killed were ·•not angels." n1is angered mem•
hers of the community. especially after no one
was convicted of the killings. In August. Thompson apologized for his statement made during a
time when violence played a strong role in pol•
itics.
Now. twenty }ears later. the s:une musk that documented the Jives of so many people has reappeared in the music stores and <m radio ,rations
around Jamaica.
Nigeria Seek.s to Cancel All Debls
NEW YORK
Nigerian President Olusegun
Obasanjo wants Africa's $300 billion debt canceled. He stated that the future of his country
depends on fin,,ncial security. Obasanjo has tried
to revitali,e the economy. prolect foreii:n investments, and privatize ,tale companies. All of
these steps have helped to minim(ze the current
monetary problems. but there is still a long way
to go. He said that because other countries have
stolen resources from this fertile country for so
long, it is unable to meet its financial responsibilities. For thc<;e rca,ons, Obasanjo pleaded for
cancellations of all debts that arc currently sti•
fling Africa's progress.

-Compiled by Valerie T/1<1m11s from Associared
Press Reporr.,

By Sadia Bruce
Hill top Staff Writer
ierra Leonean youth activists
Hawanatu Bah, 15, and Bernard
George. 14. helped bring to light the
harsh realities oflifc for child soldiers Sept.
22 at a session at the Ralph J. Bunch Center. "Child Soldiers in Sierr• Leone: Telling
the Truth Despite the Consequences" was
hosted by the Sierra Le.oncan Student,
Association and the center.
Although never soldiers themselves, the
issue is of significance to Bah and George,
as both witnessed first-h,md the violence in
their country. Presented with the opponunity
to fight as a soldier. George refused. Bah
was exiled with her mother 10 Guinea. Their
common opposition to the use of children
as soldiers s1>arked the two young leaders 10
mobilize their peers against recrui1ment and
forced armament.
"Most of (the recruited children) were
happy. Some of them were fooled with
money and other things," said George,
chainnan for Youth Action. an organization
committed 10 ending child combat.
The two youths. under the auspices of
The Self-Help Initiative. a SierrJ Leonean
youth advocacy group, have appealed on
various occasions to United States representatives in hopes that a more concerted
elTon will be made to assist !heir country.
They have also relayed their message via
stale-run airwaves - Bah in Guinea and
George in Sierra Leone.
The session's panel consisted of Dr. Boin
Efraime. a Mozambican psychologist;
Mohammed Kosia, Sierra Leonean Stu•
dents Association president; Duni Jones.
executive director of The Self-Help Initiative; and Alithur Freeman. coordinator of

S

the Sierra Leonean Civil Defense Society.
Presented wi1h the goal of illuminating the
atrocities that have been occurring in Sier•
ra Leone for sorne eight years now. particularly 1he use of children a~ soldiers. the
program served as a riveting call to action.
During tl1e last ten years, there have reportedly been more than 200.000 young people.
ranging in age from five to eighteen years,
involved in armed conflict worldwide.
Countries in which children have been
recruited to armies or guerrilla forces
include Afghanist,m. Angola. Bunna. Iraq.
Lebanon. Liberia. Mali. Somalia. Sri Lanka,
Sudan. and the fonner Yugoslavia.
Warfare in Sierro Leone began in March
199 I, when the Revolutionary United Front
(RUF), rebel force, headed by Foday
Sankoh, charged the government with corrup1ion and called for democratic reforn1s.
In the eight years that followed thi~ initial
attack. the Sierra Leonean government
changed hands five times. Democratic election, were held in March of 1996. with
Amah Tejan Kabbah emerging victorious.
Kabbah was subsequently ousted in a coup
in May 1997. but resumed his position in
March 1998.
The conflict has affected not only Sierra
Leone, but also the country's neighboring
West African nations. especially Nigeria.
Head of the Economic Community of West
African States (ECOWAS). Nigeria supported Kabbah and engaged in combat with
RUF forces in the capital city of Freetown.
Sierra Leone is reponed to have the
world's worst record for recruiting children. Between 1992 and I996 - the peak
period of the country's connict - an esti•
mated 4.500 children were forced to fight on
both sides. The current Sierro Leonean war
is the first c-0nflict in the country in which
young soldiers have been forced to commit

such .1trocious ach a, .1mputation of the
limbs of innocent bystanden. and the slaughtering of their own relatives.
When rebel forces invaded Freetown. the
capitol of Sierra Leone, on Jan. 6. some
6.000 children. rnnging m age from five 10
ten years old. were forced 10 act as human
,hields.
"For so long it hns been happening that
girls were being raped. when they should
have been in school," ,aid Bah. She also
said that young girls are presented to 10year-old soldiers as sex slaves.
Problems for child soldien. do not end
when am1s arc laid down. Many have 10
grapple with trauma so intense that school
attendance is no longer possible.
Panelisi Dr. Boia Efraime. a MoLambican
psychologist. lends his services 10 an organization called Building Hope for Child
Soldiers. He spoke about the difficulties of
post-conflict child soldiers. pointing specifically to the inability of traditional healers,
usually the first and last resort for the ailing, to cure the uffiictions of troubled young
people.
Efraime said that there is a growing need
for psychologists and other Western-Ori•
ented mental health professionals to assist
these fonner soldiers through the administration of therapy and drugs. Efraime was
adamant in his belief that the same hands
used to kill people can be used 10 produce
good things for the future.
Providing an overview of the Sierra
Leonean situation in defense terms were Lt.
Col. S. Y. Bello and Cmdr. George Alily,
both of the Nigerian Embassy. The two
stressed the magnitude of Nigerian assis•
tance. as well as the need for logistical support from the international community. Lt.
Col. Bello repo,:ted that a state of restlessness exists among the general Nigerian pop-

ulncc. who arc tired of bearing the brunt of
the various conflicts in surrounding area,.
Cmdr. Alily simply looks to close this chapter of Sierra Leonean history.
Closing the session was Civil Defense
Society Coordinator Alithur Freeman. who
delivered an impassioned cry for help to the
international community, which he says has
been sending mixed messages. Freeman
said. "They !the international community]
say that they want to promote democracy.
but leave Sierra Leone out in the cold."
He also expressed his discontent with the
Congressional Black Caucus. which, in his
estimation, has been blatant in its lack of
concern for Sierra Leone.
Although warring factions signed the
Abuja Peace Accord in July. Sierro Leone
is still in a state of transition. or "fragile
peace:· as Freeman labeled the situation. To
this day the rebels remain armed and attack
villages for food and other necessities.
The session was well attended, the audience being comprised not only of Howard
studenls and faculty, but of alumni and University of Maryland students and faculty as
well.
"For someone like myself who was not
very knowledgeable about the issues. I
learned a lot. I feel motivated to help Sierra Leone. We, as part of the Howard University community, need to contribute,"
said freshman finance major Brooke Anderson.
Sierra Leonean Student, Association Pres•
ident Kosia was very satisfied with the
event, which he believed achieved the organization ·s general goal of heightening the
awareness of the Howard student body. The
distribution of blue ribbons at the University's Opening Convocation was the first in
a series of such tactics.

To Write For Nation & World, Come to The Nation & World
Staff W1 iter Workshop, Saturday October 2nd at 12 p.m. in the
Howard Plaza Towers West Community Room.
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American Red Cross Aids Hurricane Floyd .Victims
can Red Cross.
By Valerie Thomas
To help in the recovery efforts, the
Hilltop Staff Writer
American Red Cross stepped in during the storm's infancy 10 rendernecessary
services. Members of the orgaurricane Floyd. the most
niuuion
helped council victims of the
recent natural disaster to hit
storm
and
provided shelter and cloththe east coas1, claimed lives.
' ing to affected areas. Medical serdestroyed families~ and leveled homes
within its path. Parts of the Carolinas vices were also provided 10 all 1hose
are still underneath floodwaters in need.
"We help with every\hing; our
caused by Floyd.
Although the heavy winds and rain responsibilities include assessing
associated wi1h Floyd have passed, damages, rebuilding lives. and makthe American Red Cross is remind- ing sure the families are Jlrepared for
ing communities that hurricane sea- the upcoming disaster," said Burke.
son is far from over. "Just because it's
Presently, 38 shelters are open in the
sunny and beau1iful outside doesn't affected areas. The purpose of 1he
mean that there aren't any other areas organiuuion is to help people victhat were severely affected by timized by natural disasters live indeFloyd," said Barbaro Burke. com- pendently as quickly as possible.
munication manager for the Ameri-- All Red Cross assis1ance is free of

H

charge. The United S1ates branch
consists of over 14.000 relief work•
ers.
While the storm is over. relief
efforts are still underway and thousands of people are still in shelters
across the east coast. "I am very
proud of our chapter of the American
Red Cross. D.C. ·s community
stepped up to the plate in order to
raise the funds needed 10 keep helpIng families," said Burke.
Floyd's-impact was too damaging 10
assess all at once. but the Red Cross
cstima1es over $25 million in costs
for services rendered. This mus1 be
·raised, in order to continue aiding
families. "Despite the fact that Floyd
jusl hit, the American Red Cross is
still rebuilding areas of the United
Slates thal were disrupted by Hurricane Mitch last year," said Burke.

Many Howard studenls were also
concerned abou1 Hurricane Floyd.
The Caribbean S1udents Associalion
is discussing different projects that it
can initiale 10 aid victims. "Since my
family has been through a hurricane
before. I know 1hat it can be a very
trying and Mressful time. Some of my
friends from Florida went back home
10 make sure thm everylhing was
okay." said Nyjat Rose. vice president of CSA.
The Howard University Student
Associa1ion is conduc1ing a canned
food drive 10 donate as much food as
pos,ible 10 those families tha1 were
affec1ed by the hurricane. "'Otis hurricane came righ1 after Hurricane
Dennis and this spew of na1ural disas1ers 1ha1 have hi1 1he world is definitely a sign 1ha1 mother nature is
upset wi1h us. We need to trea1 the

earth in a more responsible manner,"
said Marilyn Hoosen, HUSA president.
HUSA. along wi1h other adminis1ra1ive offices, is trying 10 gather
materials that will assist 1he hurricane
victims. "Whatever assis1ance we
can render 10 1hosc victims. we
should do ii from 1he mere spirit of
humani1arianism." said Hoosen .
President Bill Cltn1on declared 66
countries disasler areas. Several local
foundations and banks have pilched
in 10 help with the Red Cross' efforts.
Nations Bank {Bank of America)
contributed $150,000 to the American Red Cross. 'fhis contribution will
make a vital difference 10 the victims
of Floyd. Several smaller banks
around North and Somh Carolina
have established loans with extremely low inlerest rales for victims of

Floyd who mus1 rebuild their business, homes, or churches. Other loans
have been established for hurricane
victims, bu1 mo,t assistance does no1
need 10 be repaid.
Volunteers work around the clock in
order 10 ensure that all areas have aid.
"We have students from D.C. helping
this year. There are currently seven
that were sen1 10 South Carolina.
These s1udents are from AmeriCorps," said Burke. Most of the
workers of the D.C. Red Cross chapier weren'1 moved out of the area
because 1he hurricane was headed
here as well as for other areas surrounding D.C.

For more i11/om1atio11, comacr The
American Re,/ Cross at 728-6400.
All 1•0/11nteer assistance is appreciated.

Governor to Review NAACP's Call for Removal of U. Virginia Board Member
By Demosthenes Komis
Cavalier Daily Staff Writer
(U-WIRE)
CHARLOTTESVILLE. Va. - Gov. James
S. Gilmore Ill. Republican, has not
yet seen a resolu1ion direc1ed to him
by the Virginia State Conference
NAACP calling for the removal of
Terence P. Ross from the Universi1y
of Virginia's Board of Visitors, bu1 he
is expected 10 consider the resolution
within the next few days.
Gilmore Deputy Press Secretary
Lila Young declined 10 commen1
about how 1he governor may react 10

the resolution. bul acknowledged thai
Gilmore •has the power 10 remove
Ross from his posi1ion if he deems ii
necessary.
The NAACP passed a resolution
Saturday calling for Ross· removal
from the Board because of his recent
commenl tha1 the University is
"clearly in some cases reaching a li11le bit down our academic standards"
when admitting black s1udents.
Young also declined to comment
aboul the possible effect of a recent
4th U.S. Circuit Court case that
declared unconsti1u1ional an Arlfog•
10n County. Va.. elementary magnel
school's use of race in a lottery sys-

1em of admissions.
Young pointed to Gilmore's statemenls during his 1997 campaign as
evidence of his stance on using race
as a factor in admissions al Virginia
colleges and universities.
"When it comes to selecting a
young person for admission. the decision should be colorblind; 1he mos1
capable person should iain admission," Gilmore said in a 1997 campaign sta1cmen1. "But affirma1ive
efforts should be made 10 expand the
applicant pool as much as possible
through the recrui1ment of greater
numbers of minority s1uden1s."
Ross has said the Universi1y·s

lawyers have !old him that using race
in admissions will be legally indefensible if challenged. He, also has
said that admission 10 a universily
should have nothing to do with race
.or ethnicity. He supports a proposed
summer program designed 10 level
the playing field for disadvantaged
children by invi1ing them to study al
the University over the summer.
Calling for the continued implemen1a1ion of current admissions policies, 1he Black Leadership Council
announced yesterday 1ha1 it will
encourage a "proactive" s1ance in
suppo;t of diversity at 1he Universi-

ty by asking s1uden1s 10 wear qlack
clothing 10 the Vrrginia Tech football
game Samrday. The Council is an
association of black student groups,
including the Black Studem Alliance
and the Black Frmernal Council.
BSA Director of Issues Brandi
Colander said she hopes 1he display
will ,bow "cohesiveness among the
,1udent body a., a whole "
BSA President Kazz Pinkard said
the idea has been in the works for a
long 1ime. even before recenl even1s
heigh1ened 1ensions be1ween 1he
NAACP and the Board.
Meanwhile. plans for a studenl

demonstration on the Lawn Oct. 4
and 5 are advancing. Advocmes for
Diversi1y in Education will c-0nduc1
the "Oc1ober Camp'" protest with
exercises 10 educale students about
1he need 10 mainiain race as a factor
in admissions. including speeches,
discussions. a poetry session and
music performances.
"We have a diverse socie1y. We
have 10 learn 10 exisl in that," organizer S1ephanie Taylor said. "I think
that Gov. Gilmore is in a difficult
position. I hope thai he wiU give a fair
hearing 10 both sides and I hope he
will bring polilical impartialily 10 the
situation."

U. Texas Students Concerned About Future of MLK Jr. Statue
By Emily Pyle
Daily Texan {U. Texas•Aus1in)
{U-WIRB) AUSTIN. Texas The University of Teus Police
Department is keeping a 24-hour
guard on 1he new Martin Luther
King, Jr. stnlue on the East Mall to
prevent act, of vandalism, bu1 students have questioned what will
happen when the wa1ch ends.
Some studenls have expressed
concern about the safety of the siatue in light of the racist vandalism of
pos1ers advertising activi1ies sponsored by minority groups and others
publicizing a kcture by neo-Nazi

infiltrator Yaron Svoray in the pa.sl
month.
Student Government President
Parisa Fatehi said she did nol an1icipate any acts of vandalism against
1hr sculpture. but unders1ood s1udents' wonies.
"I do not think the st."ue is in danger of serious or repeated attacks,
but there is always that possibility
anywhere," Fatehi said. 'The mag•
nitude if i1 happened here would be
1emble. and I ~ why some studen1s
are concerned."
Silas Griggs. UTPD assistan1
police chief. said 1here haven't been
any hostile incidents against the slat-

ue since the wa1ch began. adding
that no dale has been de1ermined for
the wa1ch 10 end.
However, previous incidenls of
racist vandalism have raised some
students' concerns.
"Jf ifs happened before. ii does

seem possible it could happen
again.'' said Steven Lorio, a freshman business major. "I thinlc if it did.
ii would seriously hurt UT's diversily stand.''
Christian Gonz.alez, a junior theater ruts major. had a mixed reaction
to the idea of taking extra measures
to protec1 the statue.
"In a way it sends both posilive

and nega1ive messages," he said.
"It's negative thal we don·1 trusl all
the ~udents, but it's positive 1ha1 we
believe in protecting what we stand
for and what we believe in."
S1udents concerned about the stal•
ue's well being proposed security
mca.,ures for the statue at the IJT
Vision Conference Sunday. They
suggesled improving lighting in the
area and a student-led night watch
around the sculp1urc.
Bo1h ideas arc still tenlative.
Dean of Studeols Sharon Justice
said she supports the studen1s' initiatives, but hopes they will 001 be
needed.

•·1 hope th.11 these measures are
not necessary." Justice said. 'The
statue is very important to this campus."
Keith Rainwater, a member of the
group that proposed the studenl
watch, is the chairman of the Texas
Union Distinguished Speakers
Committee, whose pos1ers for lecturer Yaron Svoray were vandalized.
"I wouldn ·1 say that kind of act is
common. bu1 there could be a tendency for others to copycat," said
Rainwater. a sophomore communications studies s major.
Daron Roberts, who recommended watching the statue. also said he

doc, 001 expect the statue to be
harmed, but said the projec1 would
show student support for campus
diversity.
"We don· t feel there is a great
probability that anything will go
wrong." Robert, ,aid. "However, it
is a symbol of student pride and no
one wants to i;cc anything happen to
it,.
Robero. said the proposers of the
watch are still discussing the plan
wi1h administra1ors and gauging student interest.
Rainwater added that students he
has talked to since Sunday have
responded positively 10 the proposal.

Civil liberties Sacked at Game
Time for U. Missouri Fans
By Tim Leong
Maneater Staff Wriler {U. Missouri)
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{U-WIRE) COLUMBIA. Mo. There were two losers at the University of Missouri-Nebraska foo1ball
game: the Tigers and civil liberties
The Four1h Amendment of the
U.S. Consli1u11on says a :,earch with·
out a warranl or probable cause i,
illegal.
Al !he MU-Nebraska foo1ball
11ame Saturday. Boone County Sheriff's Depu1ics, Missouri Slate Highway Patrol and MU police officers
sporadically >lopped s1udents carrying bags and required searches of
their belongings upon entry.
According 10 previous court decisions, these searches were illegal and
a violalion of 1he Fourth Amendmeni.
Before the game. five Manea1er
staff members Slrapped !ape
recorders to. their bodies and filled
1heir backpacks with clo1hes. notebooks and newspapers. Upon entry in
the s1udent secuon, police officers at
differen1 ga1es s1oppcd Manea1cr s1aff
members Mia Kirby. Tim Leong,
Jake Wagman and Paul Wilson and
required their backpacks be searched
before they could. enter 1hc game.
All four initially refused 10 have
their bags searched. Wagman 's ticket was then 1aken, and police requested his name and social securi1y number.
Wilson even1ually allowed police
10 search his bag and was then admitted. The other staff members went to
different gates.
Wagman purchased a new ticket.
and he and Kirby were allowed into
the game - at ditTerenl gates without further incident.
Minutes later. Leong tried to enter
through the same gale Kirby had
en1ered. and security stopped him.
Leong refused to be searched. and
police took his ticket. He eventually
agreed to leave his bas outside the
gate and was then adm111cd.
The fifth Maneater s1aff member.
Brian Joscpb, was admined through
the alumni entrance the first time he
attemp1cd 10 enter.
"We cannot legally search someone al 1he stadium w11hou1their consent," said Tracey Summerfield. ticket manager for lntcrcollegiate
Athletics. "However, if someone
does not want to be searched. we do
1101 have to allow 1hem in the game."
Case law declares the four searche_s illegal because they were a condi11on of entry.
During Wagman·s confrontation,
police said he musl be searched
before entering.
"I haven right not to be searched,
don't I?" Wagman said.

"No, no," a Missouri Staie Highway Patrol officer said. "Either you
let me look at (your bag]. or you're
going to leave.'
Police also questioned Leong when
he tried 10 enter 1he game with a
backpack.
"Can I check your backpack?" an
MlJ police officer asked Leong.
"Do I have 10 be searched?" Leong
said .
"If you don't wani 10 be ,carched.
I have to remove you," the officer
said. "Can I search your backpack:
Yes orno? If rou say no, I don't have
10 allow you rn:·
The backs of all foo1ball tickets
slate: "Holder consents 10 search of
items as condition for admission."
Bui the case of the City of Columbia vs. Jo:,eph H. Thompson {1995)
concluded a disclaimer on the back of
1icke1s docs not make the searches
legal.
ln 1he case, Thompson entered a
concert at 1hc Hearnes Cen1er. where
police officers conducted a warran1less pat-down. The officers then
ordered him 10 reveal a box in his
boot that allegedly contained marijuana. Police arres1ed Thompson and
charged him with possession of less
than 35 grams of marijuana.
"If you have 10 submi1 10 a search
to enter the stadium. it is illegal.''
anorney Dan Vie1, said
The court declared the search illegal. and charges against Thompson
were dropped.
Besides rcquirini: a search upon
entry Saturday. pohcc also conduct•
ed inconsis1ent and random searches.
Al the alumni en1rance, Joseph
walked past a police officer wi1hou1
resisiance.
"'There are more officers loca1cd on
the East side (slUdent side), o~posed
10 the Wes1 side {alumni side , since
thai is where the majority o public
parking and traffic is," MUPO Maj.
Jack Watring said. "The officers
should s1op anyone who enters the
s1adium wi1h a prohibited article
[backpack)."
Anorneys have varied opinions
about the legality of the searches.
Attorney Tom Davis said he could
sec bo1h points of view.
'Toe searches raise a number of
concerns," Davis said. "On one hand.
the searches seem preny inlfllsh•e.
Bui on the other hand. no one is hold·
ing a gun 10 your head making you
go 10 the game. However, if the
searches are not more regulated, they
could easily lead 10 ethnic or unconsti1utional considerations."
Associate Athletic Director Mario
Moccia said MU needed the search-

es.
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Will Somebody Please Call Security?
hen parents send their chil- of a "Peeping Tom." The culprit has
dren off to college, safety been caught viewing residents in their
is often a huge concern. sleep wear. Unfortunately, when he
Since Howard has students from was caught it seemed like security
around the world, remaining safe gave him a pat on the back. ls securishould be a primary objective of the ty an ally of the criminal element? It
University's administration.
sure can seem that way.
Unfortunately, this insti- - - - - - - - - - Since the Howard Plaza
t1.1tion has failed at adeQ.urYiew
Towers are the largest
quately protecting its stuHoward needs to
dorms on campus, securidents.
seriously address its
ty issues are frequently
Drew Hall sits on the security problems once raised. The Capstone Card
edge of campus in front of
and for all.
was supposed to improve
dangerous Hobart Street .___ _ _ _ _ _ __, security, but it seems like
and has had a history of poor relations it has actually made it worse. Securiwith Hobart residents. Naturally, secu- ty officers in the Towers still do not
rity cameras are installed outside of know which students are residents.
Drew. However, they fail to do one key They harass students while allowing
thing: record! How can the Universi- locals to enter'freely.
ty expect Drew residents to be safe Still, to security's credit. stickers
when a technical portion of the secu- were placed on the back of identifirity effort is lacking?
cation cards. Regardless, some secuThe young women in the Tubman rity officers do not bother to check for
Quadrangle lately have been victims them.
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A Towering Inferno

F

ire safety and prevention are Towers people ignore the signal. We
very important. We all remem- all have the "It must be a false alarm
ber learning the phrase "stop, again" attitude. What if it isn't? We
drop and roll" in elementary school. would hate to see our fellow students
Unfortunately, if the recent rash of perish in a fire because of a failure to
fires in the Howard Plaza _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ heed warnings. Just think
Towers-West continues,
Que View
about the people who live
that small phrase may take
, on higher floors in the
3
on new importance.
Fires in dorms are seri- Towers. If they don't realous threat and students
ize a fiJre is occurrine,
it
T here have been small should
act responsibl) to
~
incidents of kitchen and
prevent them.
could beco1ne a disaster.
room fires so far this
In short, practicing fire
semester in the West Towsafety can avoid tragic siters. What's the problem? Are people uations. Although most fires are not
forgetting how to cook? Are they Jeav- set purposely, things like leaving cooking candles too close to their stereo ing oil and aerosol cans in the cabinet
systems? Maybe someone keeps Jeav- above the stove can set off a few
ing the stove on while deep frying sparks. If our irresponsible behavior
chicken? Whatever the reason, we with fire continues, we all may have
must realize the serious implications to pay closer attention to the fire insurof these unsafe practices. After all, ance information the University issues
open candles and incense are not students at the beginning of each
allowed in dorms.
school year.
When fire alarms go off in the West
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Mr. & Miss Howard
At the heart of all the flowers, tri- Howard is serious about executing the
umph and defeat that accompany this platform that he or she designed and
season of pageantry lie concrete will make a concerted effort to do so.
visions for Howard University and its
Still, the message to those who finstudents. These visions are often man- ish as the "runners-up" should not be
ifested in the platfonns _________ to leave the work to the
that contestants who seek
~•r View
king or queen, but to press
to win the title of Mr. and students who compete in on without the title and do
Miss Howard University the various school pageants the work yourself. Conare required to design.
should seek 10 execute th eir testants put too much titne
platforms whether they win,
Many question the need
lose, or draw.
into designing platforms
for pageants in this day
of substance and quality
and age and contend that
for them to die as just
the concept is superficial and plays good ideas.
into the idea of Howard being a "bourAs far as the winners, The Hilltop
geois" i nstitution. Still, Howard will be grading the platform execution
pageants are somewhat different in of Mr. and Miss Howard because it
that the contestants are judged, in part, makes no sense for people to devise a
on their platform/vision for the Uni- plan just to get a title if they plan on
versity. Hopefully, anyone who is seri- doing nothing after they obtain it.
ous about running for Mr. or Miss
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Chaos

From The Editor's Desk

Student Activity
Fee Increase: A
Symbol
Without
•
Substance

vs.

·. The
Code
DA~,o~ L.

APRILL 0. TURNER

F

or 30 year,, our student activity fee remained a nat $75.
Last year, however. then•
Howard University Student Associ•
ation President Neville Welch
encouraged the General Assembly
and later the Board of Trustees 10
raise the fee by a whopping 80 per•
cent, 10 $ I35. However, after all the
.,.___.:....._ _.,. hoopla about the wonderful new
things that would happen as a resull of the 80 percent
increase, reality has now begun to set in. Is this a "brand
new" beginning, or are we simply going to give more
money to untrustwonhy people to steal as they always
have?
As a rule. HUSA administrations since the 1960s have
abused their power by using our fees as personal slush
funds. Just ask anyone who has been around our institution and they can conjure up stories of HUSA presidents
buying sports cars, blowing cash on their harem-cum-secretarial pools, taking exotic trips oversea~. and lifting
everything from computers to bicycles. All the while, nothing really changes for the student body.
This year we are supposed to have more money than ever
before, and already HUSXs bank account is in deep trouble. With this in mind, will more cash help or will it
embolden articulate thieves to lie their way to the presidency or Power Hall 10 take us for a another ride?
Pulling student corruption aside, why does the admin•
istration allow student leaders to help themselves 10 our
money, when they avoid asking hard questions and taking
strong stances on student issues to help themselves to our
money? Their stance seems to be, "steal all you can, just
don't help your brother-man." Who's to police the police'?
I doubt that having more money to heist will make people turn from their old habits.
The activity fee increase is supposed 10 grant student
groups more money to do more programming. But do we
need more when the activities that are sponsored are
poorly altended and organized.
Maybe our goal should be to lower dorm costs to auract
studems to live on campu, before we spend their money
on things they do nut need. Over 75 percent of all students
Jive off-campus and, right now, few people want to risk
their lives to be in the area for .a nighttime panel discus•
sion.
With an 80 percent increase in funds, why haven't there
been more keynote speakers invited to campus? It cenainly
can't be for a lack of funds. How is our 80 percent being
spent. and why can't we sec the tangible results?
One thing that might safeguard the funds of the activity
fee would be an unpaid student judiciary and auditing team
selected by students. Theirjob would be to conduct a quar•
terly review of the use of student moneys and of the Office
of Student Activities. TI1e findings of this group wouhl be
published in The Hilltop, and the group would have the
power to call for the immediate resignation of student ofli•
cials found guilty of theft and the removal of staff who are
unscrupulous with funds. Without this safeguard, we will
just watch the fee grow year after year, as greedy persons
cannot steal to their satisfaction.
I want to be optimistic about the increase, but I wonder
why The Hilltop or Homecoming has not received an
increase and is expected to get the job done with the same
amount of money every year while other groups that arc
less productive need increases regularly.
Subsidies are like welfare: they make people lazy and
cheat them out of finding ways to make the most of what
they have. I hope that the right decision was made last year.
Right now, we have lillle reason to feel confident in the
quality or integrity of our leaders and their advisors.
Aprill Q 1i1rner is the Edito,,.111-Cltief of The Hilltop and
a senior legal Communications major. She can be
e-mailed at Aprilrr@aol.com

\\'ATERS

T

here is currently a dispute at our
beloved institutton over the
Proposed Student Code or Con-

duct.
On the one hand, you have the indi•
vidualistic and idealistic champions of
super-expansion of First Amendment
protections of free speech, supported
by none other than the expansionistic
opportunists at the ACLU. They decry
any altempt by the University to silence any and all actions
that are irrefutably disruptive to the Uni\oersity mission. This
group of anarchist ideologues professes that the Code is
comparable 10 some Draconian dictum to cen,ure and limit
the free exchange of idea,.
On the other hand, there is the University, which is
a11empting to fulfill its "responsibility to protect the welfare of and provide a safe and nurturing environment for the
University Community" as set forth in the Code. To bring
about the actualization of this responsibility. "the Univer•
sity has established and will enforce standards of behavior
for its students,"
Howard University is an arena for the pursuit of academ•
ic supremacy within varying social niches, Here students
are a.llowed to expand their minds to their utmost potential.
However, there is an unsavory and despicable undercurrent
of disruptive behaviors that seeks to hinder the allainment
of that goal. It is not the unsavory elements of the surrounding community that stand in the way of the free
C H ARLES COLEMAN, JR . .
exchange of idea!; within the walls of this University, it is
an unnerving and abhorrently large number of class-lackefore I get 10 the point of this by a campus organization can do wonders for public ing prepubescent slobs who perpetrate as respect-seeking
perspective I must set ;ome• opinion. Attendance at Convocation is margi~ally
Howard students.
thing str.iight. The title of my irnpressh,e- Jn absence would ha,-e b<!cn totally mexThe argument against the banning of cenain forms of egrefirst perspective (Student Leaders cusable. TI1e WHBC mixer? Too little but not 100 late. gious conduct perpetrated by students has no merit within
Lack Visibility) wos inaccurate. The
Part of student government 1s bringing government to the academic setting representath-e of this University. The
headline should have read, 'HUSA the students. "fypical Howard students a.re not going to
mission of Howard is to serve as the incubator of the black
Lacks Visibility.' Even more appro• do what is arguably "their part'' in finding out the activ- intelligentsia. Whether disallowing the loitering of students
priate may have been 'HUSA Pres- ities of their HUSA administration, As a result, the on the steps of the many historic buildings or silencing Judi•
ident Lacks Visibility.' Still. as we respon~ibility f:tlls on all stu~ent lea,dcrs, beginning with crous rallies. the Code seeks to determine and enforce a line
are all alleged to be black people who are about uplift• HUSXs "Commander-in-Chief,'' to pick up the slack, of demarcation between acceptable behavior and unac•
ing one onother, I feh it would be more productive to because if it has been whispered before, its about to be ceptable behavior. Continued support of the illicit use of illemake subtle implications without calling anyone out.
said: Marilyn Hoosen, who are you and what are you gal narcotics, not to mention legal sensory stimulants like
Alas, my auempt to be subtle has been ignored and I doing? The a,-crage student does not I.now - the a,-cr- cigarettes and alcohol, within and without of the confines
am forced to address the i<sue by name.
age student leader d0<,S not e,·en know,
of University facilities or University-sanctioned events
It i, a s.\d reality that beyond the fortress of "'Power
The srudent body is largely a reflection of its leader- allows for the licentious dysfunctionalism currently rampant
Hall,'' on the rest of campus where the average ,tudent ship, so apathy and wafning concerning stances on key
at this University to go unchallenged. There is among us a
con be found, the face of Marilyn Hoo~en is as foreign issues speaks to a meek and timid voice on the part of lascivious underclass oflibidinous individuals whose lives
to students as expedient regislrnlion is to Howard Uni• our HUSA administration, if any voice is heard at all. revolve around sex, drugs and parties. among other depraved
,-crsity, But this is no joke, Our HUSA president is the Where is UNITY 2000 on police brut:tlity or D.C.'s
acts of immorality that threaten to interfere with the teachpresident of a srudmt body, not a university. 1b put it Civilian Complaint Review Board? How do they feel ing environment. Their argument against the Code centers
plainly: It would be nice to see our president around and about D.C.'s youth curfew or lnitiath-c 597 2000 is a U.S.
on the unfounded and absurd assertion of an absolutism of
to know who she is, All the office hours in the world can't pn:,idential election year. Can we hear something relatunfe1tered First Amendment rights.
explain a HUSA administration whose vice president ha!; ed 10 political awareness, voter registration, or the cenThe Code will not limit personal freedoms unnecessaria higher level of visibility and familiarity with the stu- sus? While Hoosen may be foreign-born, the majority ly, It will, however, place ~trictions on those acts that meddent body than the president herself.
of her constituent, and the issues they face are not. What dle with the University\ mi,,ion. I applaud the UniversiI have :tlready addressed orientation week, but I'll recap is HUS~, stance on slavery in Sudan, on East Timor.
for l.1tecomers. A ,hortcncd speech (due tu inclement on tho Palestinian/Isr.,eli situation, or on AIDS in the ty for taking the initial steps to end the chaotic atmosphere
present at Howard. No, this Code will not cause an imme•
\\Cather) delivered to a fraction of 1hc frc,hmen and black community'/ This list of issues barely scratches the
diate end to the behavioral t"lllcrns of these individuals, but
attendance at the UGSA block pany foe days Inter hard- surface of what a rcspon,ihle and conscious HUSA
it is n step in the right direction. Future steps. for instance
ly counts as introducing yourself to the newest Bison on administrntion should be addressing,
tuition and academic standards increases, should be scri•
can1pus.
Compare Neville Welch (HUSA president '98-'99)
ously
considered so that the kind of student the University
Did anyone see our HUSA president altend the recent Jonathan Hutto ('97• '98) and Vincent Jncques ('96- '97).
accept> and permits the privilege. not right, to receive ail
pageants in our various schools and colleges? Has any• People knew that Welch used the phone a lot. Some saw
education is improved. If these individuals refuse to raise
one seen our HUSA pre;idcnt at any of the local parties him occasionally visit bis fiancee in the Towers, Love
themselves from their abyss of carnal mediocre subsistence.
socializing, or at least disproving the growing myth that him or hate him, people k11ew him. Now Jonathan Huno.
it is the responsibility of the University to remo,-e them and
she only exists in Blackburn suite 107? Let's give ber The man w-a, e,erywhere. During that year, a huge part
not 10 allow them 10 altend.
the benefit of the doubt. Perhaps amidst all of HUS/\s oflbe student body could identify tltcir HUSA president.
In conclusion, I have supported, do support and will con•
financial woes shr has become swamped in trying to They knew who he was and knew he had a personality.
tinue
10 support a Howard University Code of Conduct that
make sense out of the situation. But wait. Let', look at Nov. on to Jacques, Call him an ,1dministrative pawn.
clearly
defines acceptable behaviors. Sadly. a code is nee•
c,-cnts before the budget crisis. Wa, she at the UGSA Call him anti-student body. Although these opinions sigessary
to
define satisfactory personal conduct among adults
nal concern, in order 10 be truly unpopular, people must
boat ride? You're running out of ground to stand on.
in
a
scholarly
setting. Notwithstanding, the Uni~ersity
I understand that the demands of being a graduate stu• know who you are.
community has the responsibility to lift itself from the aca•
dent and the actual administrative responsibilities that
I wouldn't say that the student body has rendered a final
demic and ,ocial confusion currently plaguing its reputa•
accompany the HUSA president's schedule do not lend verdict on who our HUSA president is. I'm just sugtion. Until others can act in an upstanding and respectable,
much free time for tea, but these are things that should gesting that she gh-c the student body a chance lo see
not 10 mention academic and proper manner, I shall advo•
her in the first place.
have been given serious consideration Inst spring.
cate n code over chaos.
It strikes me as a curious phenomenon that the HUSA
vice president is able to add a face 10 his name for the Ch"rles Coleman. Jr. i< a j1111ior political science major
Damon llbtcrs is a s111de111 i11 the Gmtluate College ofArts
,tudent body, and a personality, too. An occasional stop from Queens, N.Y., and the Editorial Editaro/The Hill& Sciences. He can be e-mailed at risingh2os@aol.com
through the Punch Out or an evening program sponsored top. He can be e-mailt·d at cfcolcman@mail.com

Who is our HUSA President?

B

The Ghosts of John McMillan and Launch Faircloth
JONATHAN HUTTO
he history oflhe United States
of America teaches that the
American colonist did not tolerate taxation without representation
in the British House of Commons and
House of Lords. The Boston Tua
Party took place. resulting in the
overthrow of British domination and
the establishment of the United States
of America. Nevertheless, there are
still Americans today who are taxed
and not given proper representation
in their government. These 600,000·
plus Americans Ii ve in the capital of
the nation, Washington, D.C.
The District of Columbia is the only
national capitol among democratic
nations of the world whose citizens
have no voting representation in their
national legisla111re. District residents
pay a higher proportion of their
income in taxes than the residents of

T

idents, per capita, have fought in U.S.
wars than the residents of any state.
ru1d the District is the only U.S.juris•
diction prohibited by congressional
statute from taxing income earned by
non-residents.
Last year's amendment to the D.C.
budget prohibiting the use of local
funds to conduct an election on the
medical marijuana ballot measure by
Congressman Bob Barr, Republican
of Georgia, was reprehensible. The
referendum on medical marijuana
legalization passed witl1 69 percent of
the support of D.C. voters.
The District of Columbia Council
should now have the same opportunity that every state legislature has to
rcviCw initiatives, make any neces•
sary changes, and enforce them. Congress should not interfere with this
process. Republicans, such as Barr

the D.C. Appropriations subcommit•
tee, who advocate local sovereignty
and the federal go\'ernment staying
off the backs of local citizens, particularly in their districts, are the
same people keeping their feet on
the backs of District residents. Since
Barr tells the federal government to
Stay out bis backyard, we as District
residents are asking Congressman
Barr, lshtook and others to stay out of
ours.
Legislation like Initiative 59 has
passed in six other states, including
California, Alaska, Arizona and Oregon. National democracy did not fall
as a result of these initiatives, Just as
cocaine and morphine are legalized
for medical purposes, there should
not be a contradiction when it comes
10 medically legalized marijuana,
The legolization of drugs for medical

increase the drug trade in this country. We must play the game with uniform rules,
Currently. Initiative 59 is going
through a local review process. Fol•
lowing this, the Initiative will be
transmitted to Congress for thirty
days. President Clinton \'Ctoed the
Congressional budget for the District of Columbia because Congress
added provisions that pre\<ented local
residents from making their own
decisions about local ma1ters. Clinton
acted to defend the principle of home
rule. not in response to any individual restriction, We thank President
Clinton for lighting for the right of
Americans to vote, to have their votes
tallied, and to have the results of a
lawful election put into effect.
It is time fcir us as Dis1.ric1 residents,
Americans and freedom-loving peo-

Congressman lshtook what District
residents did to Congressman John
McMillan in 1972 and Sen.nor
Launch Faircloth in I 996. In '72.
District residents, led by Walter
Fauntroy, traveled to South Carolina
to help organize McMillan's defeat
and departure from Congress. John
McMillan was chairman of the
House District Commi11ee for twen•
ty-four years, during which be dis•
played no sympathy for the political
will and desires of the District"s population. He used every trick at his
command 10 ensure the continued
subjugation of the citizens of the
local community.
In the summer of 1996, Senator
Launch Faircloth, then-chair of the
Senate Appropriationscommillee of
the District, raped democraoy by
transferring nine federal agencies
from the office of the Mayor to the

lovers arid others took 600 people
down 10 Clinton North Carolina to
protest. Afterward, on Sept. 3, 1997,
over 1000 people rallied 01 the capi•
tal to demand self-determination.
Franz Fanon said, "Every generation out of relative obscurity must
realize its destiny, either fulfill it or
betray it." As students }OU must fuJ.
fill your historic responsibility to
serve as the catalyst for mass action,
mobilization, education and organi•
zation, I challenge you to take to the
streets and state that taxation without
representation is tyranny for the
600,000 Americans who Jive in the
District of Columbia. Forward Ever
Backwards Never!
Jonatha11 Hutro is a Howard UnNersity alumnus '99 and the Co111111unity Outreach Director for the American Civil Liberties Union for the
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Students must pick up tickets in advance
AND MUST PRESENT TICKET FOR ENTRY
.
Current HU Students with CapstoneCards
~ ~~
·
may pick up
·

z

WED., Oct 6 and THURS., Oct 7, from llam-2pm
FRIDAY, Oct 8 from llam-7pm.
-REMINDERNo free student tickets will be issued on game days.
Division of Student Affairs

October, 1999
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BisQp G9a\ie Nigel Burgess Helps Change 'Ieam's Fortunes.
By TYRON•: MCCANOIES
Hilltop Staff Writer
he Howard University men's soccer team received
great efforts from goalie Nigel Burgess and their
midfield in knocking off a dangerous George
Washington team ol-1. Then the Bison upset then14th-rnnked Jacksonville in Florldu on Sunday.
Both games were played in terrible weather conditions, but the
Bison, ulong with great play from Burgess,_came througb the
storm victorious.

T

Howard 4 George Washington 1
'
Tuesday's game
against George Washlngtoo University started
"ith rain and very cold conditions that kepi many Howard
faithful away Crom the game.
''We play in any condition except for lig)1Ung," Bison coach
Keith Tucker said.
The Colonials brought a quick young team into Greene Stadium and were looking to make some nolse. But Howard's three
goals in three minutes quickly sllenced them. In the 17th
minute, Bi.ton captain Carlington Clarke scored Howard's first
goal off a d>mblned assist by Sennll Chan and Hashim Anderson to mnke the score 1 to 0.
Then during tl1e 18th minute, the Colonials misplayed the
kickoff and Clarke hit a streaking Anderson to make a 2-0
advantage for Howard. Yobann Chang combined with. Clarke
for the assist.
Before the GW goalie bad a opportunity to regain his footing,
the Bison were on hint again In the 20th minute. Damon Deign-

do bit the back of the net off a feed from Clarke to make it a 3-0
advantage.
George Washington would try to mount a rally late in the half.
GW plaJer Matt Oshorng \\Ould score in the 34th minute to'
make the game 3-1. The score \\Ould remain lb.is way going i to
tl1e locker room at half-time. Howard gonlie !lligel Burgess
made fi,·e SllVCS in the first half, \I hile G w mfide se,en SllVes
with two different goalies.
In the second half, the Colonials attempted to tnke control of
the game as they scot wa,·e after wave of plu)ers to the net. With
Burgess lo lhe box, the Colonials hnd difficulty executing a play
during the second half. When tile game looked onir, GW gained
momentum uod attempted a nilly. But Bison Edmund Chapman
would put tbe lid on the game for the Bison. Off a feed from
Damon Virtue, Chapman would score in tl1e 84th mlnule to
finally put George Washington away for good. Howard "on the
game 4-1, making their record 2-1-1.
Howard limited lhe Colouia.ls to 12 shots· on offense. Howard
had 18 shots on goal. Burgess had eight sm·es on the da).
Howard I Jack.somilte 0
The Bison came into Jacksonvllle, Fin., to face the team that
holds the nation's longest home unbeaten streak, the Jacksonville Dolphins. The Dolphins were 6-0 and ranked No. 14th
in the land. The game was played in a driving rainstorm.
Despite opposition from a forceful rainstorm, the Bison came
away witll a huge 1-0 victor) O\er u good Jacksonville team. The
•ictory ended the Dolphins record winning streak.
•~tllougb we won, it was not one or our better performances:'
said coacl1 Tucker. ''But, if "e keep going in U1e right direction
"e can Qrente n lot of problems.''

•

Jacksonvllle came out and tried to counterattack a young
Bison defense. But thanks to great defensh·e efforts by freshman
s"eeper Jelani E,·ering and Micheal Gbologah, the Dolphins
neren't succes.sful.
In the first half Howard played poorly, due in part to th~
extremely slick conditions. They found the,useh·es tied 0-0 at
half-time. In tl1e second hnlf, the Howard team rose to the challenge, attacking Jacki;oovllle "ith tile intense play of goalie
Nigel Burgess, who bad seven critical sa,·es. Three of these saH,s
came in tl1e second hulf when Jacksonville \185 looking to strike
first blood. In addition, the midj1eld of Damon Virtue, Senai
Chan, and Carlington Clarke was able to increase the pressure
on the Dolphin defense.
With lbe game nearing o,·ertime, Howard stunned the Jacksonville faithrul in the 85th minute. Clarke, healing several
defenders, found a wide-open Kevin Hel1on, who blasted the ball
past the Jnck.sonvllle goalie to put the Bison up 1-0. Then
Burgess and the defense put the clamps down~ denying the DolphhL~ :my chance of a goal to seal the game.
Howard vs. Maryland
Howard is now 3·1·1 on the season with top-ranked Maryland
looming on the horizon. The Turrnpins will be a tough test for
the young Bison. A victory would improve Howard's chances of
gaining an at-large bid in the NCAA playoffs.
"We ba.-e to be one of the top to gain a bid;' snid coach Tucker.
"We ha,e to beat top teams like Virginia Commonwealth, Fiori•
da lnteruatioonl, Wisconsin, and Maryland. The victory o,-er o
great Jacksonville team put us in the right direction."
The game against Maryland was played Wednesday at College
Pork. lxlnils of the game were unavailable ot press lime .
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the bandit z+r,e
Women Soccer Team Hits Snag in
Season
By TYRONt; MCCANDIF.S Al\0 NIP.CV CAIN
Hilhop S1aff Wri1ers
oward Universi1y's women soccer
1eam losl games 1·as1 week against
both Roberi Morris College and
Florida International. In bolh
games. Howard was hurl as soon as
1hey Josi con1rol of 1he midfield.
HU played well defensive ly againsl Robeit
Morris on Sep1ember 2 1. holding the Colonials
scoreless for the first 33 minules. During thal
33-minute span, the Bison were not ab le 10 capiralize on scoring oppor1uni1ies. RMC scored in
rhe 33rd minute and slruck again quickly wilh
another goal in the 351h minure.
The Lady Bison had several oppor1uni1ies bu1
could not break across the goal line. Howard
went into 1hc locker room al half-lime down 2-

H

at the half.
"They scored off our mistakes and we adjusted
(late) during the last twenty minutes of the
half." Howard player H. Rosa Kline said.
In the second half. Florida International
s1epped up the pressure on Howard. This time.
the Lady Bison defense stiffened. Fouls that did
not get called caused 1empers 1'0 flare in the second half. The Lady Bison con1inued to get good
looks but had no goals 10 show for them. The
Golden Panthers of Florida ln1ernu1iohal would
sit on 1heir three first-half goals and win 3-0..
HU Junior forward Amy Olson said, "We had a
slow srnrt and ,fough1 hard during the second
half. Florida ln1erna1ional was a very physical
team and we·11 get 1hem next rime."

with Robyn Walker

Amy Olson Gets Personal with Robyn
he 1999 Howard University Women's
soccer ream has srarted off shaky with one
win and live losses. De,pite th.is. co-MVP
Amy Olson has high hopes for her 1eam.
Olson has started in all six games. So far
she has made one goal, giving her two points out of
seven shols taken.
One may think that ir would be easy to have a positive outlook when you are selected to the Big South
conference·, lirs1 team and arc a.lso named to the Big
Sourh All-Academic squad. This is the case for Olson.

T

Q: How long have you been playing soccer? When did
you s1an? How old were you'?
Olson: I have been playing soccer since I was live
years old. I started off playing wirh summer teams. I
didn'1 acrually play with a school until high school.
That is when they offered it.

0.
The second half ,raried rhc same way 1be first
half did. The two 1eams 1raded near misses and
great defensive plays. RMC s1ruck again as !hey
pos1ed anolher goal on 1he scoreboard. pushing
their lead 10 3-0.
Howard would even1ually make lhem work. as
they kepi Rober! Morris on their heels for 1he
resl of lhe half. In lhe 851h minule, Howard ·
finally got on lhe board wilh a goal from Shannon Hollis. Bui RMC coun1ered wi1h ano1her
goal in the 891h minute, and the.Lady Colonials
won 4- I.
Howard had to pick its head up quickly when
the Lady Gol!len Panthers of Florida lmernational (FIU) came to town on September 26. FIU
didn't wasle show the Bison any mercy, scoring
in the I 0th minute wirh a twenty-yard shot to
the upper righ1 corner by Fl U player Michelle
O'Brien off an assist from Jennifer Servedido.
Howard would try to answer, but couldn't capi1ali1e on several chances, including a shor that
wenr wide lefr in the l81h minute. II didn'1 take
much longer for FIU to score again. They 100k
advantage of a unsenled Howard midfield 10
score in the 21st minu1c.
Howard continued 10 anack 1hc FIU defense.
This time. ano1her Bison opporiunity came up
shorr as a shot sailed high above 1hc crossbar.
Howard blew by rhe FIU defense once more.
coming up short again in the 43rd minu1e. Florida International took advantage of rhe Bison
midfield and scored again to make the score 3-0

1B• f

Q: Did you play any other sports? Which ones?
Ol~on: I ran uack. played basketball. and I also swam
in high school.
Q: Why soccer'?
Marl. Colem,n

Olson: I ju,t always liked soccer. I really like to run
and with soccer I can run with a purpose.

Howan1·s ,.on,en sotteru,un ,.ill rely on lhe play of forward
Amy Olson thls ~□.

Q: What made you come lo Howard?
Olson: I've always wan1ed to go 10 a historically black college and I also wanted 10 play ,occer (al Howard).
Q: I realize that this is a fairly new ream. How do you feel about rhe 1eam? Has ii progressed?
Olson: I feel 1hat the team is consran1ly progressing. Each year our freshmen get bener and bener. My freshman
year ii was just me. Rosa. and Neki. Now we .have a lot more Ifreshmen] coming in each year. ·

Q So whal are your future plans wilh soccer and in general?

·M.u1,. Col-eman
11,e Lady Bison struggled against Rol:M,rt Morris and Florida

Olson: I would go and play professional soccer 1fthere were professional 1eams. I am an international bu,iness
major so I want to go in10 business. J' ve been rnking Japanese since sevenrh grade so I plan 10 use my Japanese
skills. On the side, I would like 10 coach young soccer 1eams.
With Olson·, optimistic a1ti1ude toward her 1c:,m. soccer fans have something 10 look forward 10. With new
freshmen coming in every year. the women's soccer team has accumulated a group of talenred. hard-working
young women. Being 1hat the team is only four years old. ir still needs quite a bi1 of ancntion.

Inrernational.

Swim Team Gets Ready For New Season
By CMIILI.E M. HAR\IF.\
Hilltop Staff Writer
s lhe Howard University swim learn begin !heir 1999-2000 season. they will continue to adjust 10 internal as well as external
changes that are made on the tean1. As head coach Rory Lewis
slan., his second year at Howard, he is looking forward lo
another productive year wilh the Bison.
"My lir.,1 year was something lhat wcn1 smooth," said Lewis. 'There were
some growing pains bur 1hat comes nlong with lhe 1erri1ory."
'They will conlinue 10 have more growing pains becm1.se for the first rime in
years. rhe Bison will be compeling in a conference. Unlike other 1eams on
campus, the Bison are no1 in the MEAC. Howard is one of 11\ree schools (Florida A&M and Nonh Cwlina A&T are 1he others) tha1 has a ,wimming program. In the pasr. the Bison would travel to Nonh Carolina to compe1c at the
Southern Stares Conference Swimming and Diving championship. In this
championship. the Bison would only compere for individual and relay 1eam
medals. However. this year, lhey will compete at rhe Nonheas1 Conference
Swimming and Diving championship, which is the new conference that the
Bison are now in. This means that they can compere for a conference 1irlc and
receive medal, for rheir individual and relay team effons.
One of lhe major differences for the Bison from last year is 1hat lhis season
lhey will have a much more challenging schedule. For the first time since I996,
Howard will compele againsl lhe University of Maryland al College Pruk. The
meet will be in Burr Gymnasium on October 22.
'1bis will be a challenging meer. bul I lhink that we will surprise them."
Le,vis said.
The Bison do have muny surprises in store for this year. Wi1h five recruit,,,
three wnlk-ons and two transfers, the Bison have added depth to !heir 1eam.
TI1is year, 1he men and women will have more d1an 16 people on each team.
Senior co-c.1plain Toni Dwarka is exci1ed about lhe upcoming year. She says

A

the lady Bison had their fmt winning season and are expected 10 do so again
this year. Senior =ptain and physical therapy major Giselle Dcfreiras
believes that this year they will have another winning season.
"As long a.s we work hard pul fonh a true and hon.:st effon al pmcrice a.s well
a., going imo meet,, with the mlen1. encrg:y and enlhu,iasm. then we will do
well once again," said Defreitas.
Ahhough the team may >ecm very seriou,, 1hey ,rill undeNand that there ha
need 10 have fun.
"Have fun with the ,pon, work hard with ii because you like ii. Work at ii like
il's a ,pon and not like u\ a job." Defreitas added. "Put forth effon and • l"'ay,
ct,mpete with heart."
He.'ltl is whar the swimmer., compete wi1h. Ngozi Monu is an example of
such. The second seme,,1er sophomore from Nigeria !Ul.'> dreams of competing
in the 2000 Olympics and is working hard 1odo so. This year she plans 10 make
the linnls as she has in the pa,t two years, win a mcdal. and get her time closer
10 qualifying for rhe NCAA championships in March. She also wants 10 anend
rhe World Cup serie, representing Howard and/or her country and wants to
con1inue preparing for 1he Olympics,
Working hard and staying focused is ju,1 what the ,wim team does. \\'Ith six
gmduating senior., on the 1can1, they know tha1 they mus1 work their hardest.
The seniOTh. rhe leaders of the ream, realize thai thi, i, their la.,t year. The
chance to compete for a conference title may add fuel to the lire burning inside
of the seniors.
"We need 10 fmish Oul our fourth and final year swimming with as much
robu,1
as we came in wilh," said Ocfreiras. ·111ere is no more time 10 show off.
M.ut Coicn1;1J1
no more opponunities. this is i1."
The Bison swim team nre gearing up for the 1999-2000season.
With so much going on with lhe swim 1ean1, they are ready to show nil of
Howard wha1 they have to otTcr.
,aid Dwarka who was also the co-MVP la.,1 year.
"We've won the spon.,m.whip award for two years inn row and are still
Witl1 so much depth und 1alent. borh learn, are expected to do well. The
going strong." s.tid the spirired Defreitas. "Though the wre.11ing ream offers
women an: expected to continue the trend tha1 rhey ,tarted lasr year. L.1>1 ye.v.
good competition. no one can ca1ch us:·

that her teammates an: more enthusias1ic abour swimming lhis year and are
exci1ed alxiut rhe increa..se in 1eam members.
"Before we had one or 1wo people who would ,wim one or 1wo even1,. This
year. we have al leru.1 orie person for every event TI1.1t make., a difference."

Howard's Wrestling Team Emerges
By R,\\"MCX-,D W\Rl>lli

~A~nSpa,s&h:r
listering ho1 days are gone A breeze floa1s rhrough the
yard, signifying the nearing of autumn as well as the
beginning of a new season for the Howard University
wresrling team. The team has undergone major revisions
in an auempl lo be more successful rhan ever. Many
familiar faces have slepped off the ma1 as new ones come on to compete.
Jessie,Moore. Jamel Crawford, Fred Ashley, Henry Hilton and Ervin
Johnson are among rhose who have 1raded in 1heir singlets for 01her
fulfilling endeavo". Head coach Paul Colton worked hard to recruit
wrestler, who would carry on the Bison spirit and the Grappler auitude of success. The new recruits taking up rhat challenge are Aaron
Dorsey. Brandon Hogan. James Blanton. Prentess Burney, Gari Miller.
and Steven Caller. These wrcsrlcrs have come from all over the country but the one thing 1hey share is a successful run rhrough their
respective srarc championships. All placed ai least in 1he top ,ix and
some even won 1he state championships at some point in their high
school careers. Aaron Dorsey took 3rd place at the Maryland State
Championships as a freshman, and won the championship during his
senior year. Dorsey's work erhic is admirable. Whenever he·s nol in
pracrice. this future champion is either srudying or gelling in his sec-

B

ond, or often third workout of lhe day.
"We have a very dynamic uni1 this year," said I25-pound sophomore
wrestler Camilo Mariinez. "Coach recognized 1ha1 we needed some
more ligh1weights and brought in some of the best we could have had.
I'm very excited."
Adrian Thompson. siellar heavyweighr and captain of rhe team.
agreed. "I think rhis could be the year we leave our mark on rhe
region. we·ve got a lot of new 1alen1 and a lot of people who were
here before thar are ready to carry on:·
/\It hough much of the 1eam is new, many familiar faces are rerurning
for another season. Derek Buus, 61h-place finisher in last year's Eastern Regional Championships, is ready for nnorher season at the 133pound weight class. Kelly Miller. who took 5th last season. is back
again to try and win it all. Ephraim Walker and Milton Yares have
rerurned 10 add a solid foundation for 1he heavier weight classes. Kenneth Stewart, who did not compele las1 year, is looking for a forceful
firsl season with the Bison. Stewart . who spent his first few years in
the Navy. will now serve the Bison al the 197-pound weigh! class.
The team is not all tha1 has chang~d. This year. the Bison will face
new compe1i1io11 at the Michigan State Open and the Old Dominion
Invitational, bu1 not all the heavy hitlers are away. The Bison will be
sraying in 1hc area 10 compe1e against George Mason and American
Universi1y. After losing to American rwo years ago. rhe Grapplers are
more than ready for a rematch.
Overall, this looks 10 be a very cvemful season. The Bison :ire

already pracricing for their season kickoff al the Coppin State Open
on November 6 and for rheir first home meet against the Coppin S1a1e
Eagles on January 16. 2000.

Marie Coleman

In one month the Howard wrewing team will begin !heir S<'ol$0fl.
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Badminton Team Honored in Ceremony

Student Athlete of the Week

'
By K EVIN 0. STEWART
Hilltop Spons Editor

By NIECY CATN
Cross-country track team member Michael Zipf is
this week's student athlete of the week.
Two men arc ahead with no other runners in sight as
Michael Zipf crosses the finish line. He has just completed an 8k (five mile) cro,s country track meet in
Centerville, Va .• with a time of 26: 28. Coming in third
place for Howard University. he has beaten other competing universities such as George Washington. SelOn
Hall and Syracuse in the Big East Conference meet.
The average runner would have completed the same
course in approx.imately 35 minutes. But when his
teammates affectionately refer co Zipf as •· Animal," it
becomes more apparent as to they got the nickname.
They call him" Animal" because
of the way he "gets out on everybody.•·
•· Mike doesn"t worry about the race or his competition," said Zipf's 2)-year-old brother Marc who lives in
Vancouver, Canada. Zipf's hometown. "He just tries to
run his best.''
Zipf staned running in the ninth grade when his high
school track coach and older brothers (Marc 21 & Evan
22) encouraged him to run cross country.
Before each race he gets at least eight hours of sleep
and drinks plenty of water. During the brief off-season.
he runs between four and six miles four times a week.
Zipf has run in jeans, hiking boots and basketball shoes
to challenge himself at times. " It doesn't matter what
che conditions are even if it raining, sunny or 30 below
outside I still will run. As long as it a tough course-I
just go for it.''
In Vancouver, Zipf has won many races. In his junior
All Pro Photography
year of high school, he placed second in regional comThis w<'Ck'sstudenc athlete is track team m<mber Midlael
petition and 19th in his providence. During his senior year. Zipf.
he won his regional and placed 6th in providential compelitions.
Zipf is an animal in the classroom as well, maintaining a 3.96 G.P.A. His daily routine includes waking up at
5:30 a.m. to do a morning run with lhe team until 7 a.m. and then attending classes in his mechanical engineering major from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. He tries to do what is assigned and then work on other theories or concepts if
time pemlits.
Zipf ,v"as recruited by 40 different schools both for his crack times and academic pcrforn,ance. He said he came
to Howard because of "its rich heritage in academic excellence and the chance to be :1way from home." But what
he loves the most about HU nnd the track team is the team spirit and how the team members encourage each
ocher while training together. Zipf nlso runs during the indoor and outdoor seasons in other distance races such
as the 800, 1500 and 5000 and sprinc medleys. Zipf says although running causes fatigue. it makes him feel
good.
"When you complete a race. you feel like you've accomplished something." he said.

Howard's badminton club received honors from
the United States Badminton Association (USAB)
on September 24 for their strong showing in the
1999 National Collegiate Championships that were
held on April 24-25, 1999. The Bison. who were
led by coach Joyce Barker, finished second in the
nation after Stanford Univer,ity.
Howard has the No. I ranked men's player in the
country in Ademola Ogunseye. He captured the
men's singles title and placed second in the mixed
doubles with his parmer Pansy Boldeau. Bo1h players were named All-Americans and received
medals and cenificates from USAB representative
Peter Teuben.
" I am very happy to receive this award," said
Boldeau. "It is an honor for me to receive it along
wich my panner Aderoola."
Coach Barker was very proud of both Boldeau
and Ogunseye.
"I am glad that two of the first All-Americans in
two decades at Howard are two badminton player.:· said coach Barker. "Also. Howard's only No.
I ranked player in college sports is a badminton
player."
Ogunseye·s motivation for becoming the bes1 collegiate player is partially due 10 his strong passion
to shape che perception of badminton among
HBCUs.
"My dream is to make things different for badminton at Howard," said Ogunseye. "I want to
show 1hat HBCUs can compete at the top and beat
Stanford."
In addition to these honors, Ogunseye was selected 10 compete for the Nigerian national badminton
team in the Olympics. but lose his place due to
financial re,craints on the Nigerian national team.
Also at1ending che ceremony and speaking were
Dr. Marshall Banks. professor and chair of the
departments of Health. Physical Education. and
Recreation, and Roberta McLeod. director of
Blackburn Faciliries and the head of Howard's
intramural progr:1ms.
"The All -American title is given to those individuals that are the best in the country," said Banks.

\

"It is a great honor for Howard 10 have two out-

standing All-Americans."
McLeod would like for more students to participate in intramural sports like badminton
"Badminton is a great sport for all to participate
in," she said. ·•1 would like co invite all students to
come out and participate in any of the intramural
spons. both males and females. All 1hey need is a
willingness to learn."
The badminton team was also able to capmre both
men's singles and doubles titles in che Charlotte
Open in North Carolina. At pres, 1ime 1he team
was planning 10 compete against No. 2 ranked
University of Maryland on Monday.

Brown: Florida A&M +44 (64-20) o,·er Morgan State
Stewart: Florid.3 A&M +60 (70-10) over Morgan State

... Sports ... Ticker...

Brown: Southern +4 (34-30) over Hampton
Stewart: Hampton +3 (33-30) over Hampton

By KJMOTHY BROWN AND KEVIN STEWART

Hilltop Edirors

•

The ~oward Bison did it again! Our football team defeated the Texas Southern Tigers 32-20 on Saturday to
move to a 2-2 record. Those hated Hampton Institute Pirates also won. defeating Grambling. 27-7. Howard currently stands at fourth place in the Mid Eastern Athletic Conference (MEAC). With a couple of wins. Howard
can possibly make a run for the MEAC crown. Here are our picks for week five of the black college football
season.

Brown: North Carolina A&T +9 (28-19) o,er Norfolk State
Stewart: North Carolina A&T +7 (21-14) over Norfolk State

Brown: Bethune-Cookman +6 (26-20) over Delaware State
Stewart: Bethune-Cookman +8 (28-2-0) over Delaware State

This is turning out to be a wild rnce between Brown and Stewar1. It's come 10 our attention that some of you stiU
wish to use lhis info in your gambling practices. For lhe last time... this is no way or form endorses
gambling ... unless!

Brown: South Carolina State +3 (17-14) over The Citadel
Ste\lart: The Citadel +20 (30-10) over South Carolina State

RUSSELL HANK
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The
Def Comedy
Jam Tour
A..J. Johnson

Teddy Ca,penter

•

Dominique

Kid C"-apri

Marvin Dixon

Saturday, October ·30 • 8pm
at the intimate

Cramton Auditorium
2455 6th St., NW• woe (on the campus of Howard University)
Free parking shuttle service available, & val~t parking available

Tickets on sale at all Ticket Master outlets including
Cramton Auditorium Box Oftice. Hechts. & Kemp Mill Music.
Charge by phone 202-432-SEAT or purchase online at www.ticketmaster.com
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Defense Carries Bison to Victory Over
Tigers, 32-20

2 II/NUTE IIBII.I.
Where Were You Saturday?

By KEVIN 0. STEWART
Hi111op Sports Editor
lf"defense wins championships," then the Bison
defense on Sarurday played like they were a championship team. A banged-up Howard University •
squad (2-2. 1-1 MEAC) defeated the Tigers of
Texas Southern University (2-2. 1-0 SWAC) 32-20
on the oocks of the HU defense.
The HU defense performed like a well oiled
machine. oocounting for 12 of HU's 32 points and
holding TSU to 188 totnl yards on the day and only
nine first downs. HU forced four fumbles. three of
which were recovered by the Bison. 1\vo were
retumed for touchdowns. Defensive end Oby Amh
accounted for one of the defensive scores when he
picked up the TSU fumble and scored on an 18yard run. The other defensive soorecnmeon a 34yard fumble recovery by MEAC Rookie of the
Week free l>:lfety Vontrae Long. Long also had
another fumble recovery for a rerum of three yards.
HU comerback Omar Evans was able to halt two
TSU drives deep in HU territory with two interceptions and one break-up. v;hile comerback Alton
Perkins had four breakups.
Defensive lineman Douglas Miller and lineb.lcker
Chris Boston each ·recorded eight tnckles. Miller
and Arah recorded one sack each.
Offensively. HU qUUI1erback Bobby Townsend
completed 13 of 32 passes for 217 yards. Bison
wide receiver (WR) Elijah Thurmon had seven
catches for 117 yards on the day and led all
receiver.; in receptions and to\nl yards.
HU's running b.lcks Jennaine Hutchinson and
David Johnson combined for 197 yards on 41
·auempts. Johnson account\'(! for one of Howard's
TDs, while Hutchinson rushed for 130 of those 197
yards and had two toqchdowns. Hutchinson leads
the MEAC in total touchdowns with eight this sen- .
son.
Howard got op the board early going nine plays
for 80 yards for the score. From four yards out.
Hutchinson was able 10 punch the ball in with I0: 17
left in the first quarter, giving HU the lead 7-0.
TSU put together a drive at the end of the first
quanerand the beginning of the second quaner to
get on the board with 14:55 left in the first half.
TSU failed 10 conven on the PXf and Howard
maintained its lead 7-6.
After a stalled drive by the Bison, TSU fumbled
on a failed pitch 10 running back Trenton Znchruie
in Tiger territory. HU defensive end Oby Arah
recovered and took it 34 yards for the score.
Howard failed 10 conven on the PAT. and the score
stood I3-6 with 11 :32 in the second quancr.
TSU tied the score up with an ouistanding 81-ynrd
punt rerum by wide receiver Joey Jamison. But the
Bison were able 10 counter with a 22-second drive

K.JMOTHY
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Marl Coleman
Sophomore defen.;i,·e end Oby Ar.th (#91) along ,.;th the rest or the Bison defense "rre able to score 12 or the
Bison's 32 points in a victory o,·er the Texas Southern Tigen; on Saturd'ay.

for 80 yards in that time period. capped off with a
three-yard run by running back David Johnson. At
the end of the half. the Bison led 20-13.
Howard w.is able 10 strike first in the second half
when free safety Vontrae Long reco,'Cred a TSU
fumble and rerumcd it 34 yards for the score. A
failed PAT made the score 26-13 HU. The HU secondary was bumed on TSU's next score as WR
Joey Jamison went 84 yards for the score.
"Howard was able to put the game out of reach in
the fourth quaner as the HU defen.,;e buckled down
on TSU. The Bison offense tacked on another score
with a 29-ynrd rushing effon of Jennai.ne Hutchin-
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K. BROWN

Howard's football team wa.~ there. The band was there. Members of The Hilltop
staff were present. Texas Southern was there...son of. My question is, where were
you?
I know it was hot and sticky outside, but this was Howard's fin.t official home
game. Although it was non-conference opponent Texas Southern. everyone should
have been there to suppon the team.
The very same people who did nOI show up are tlie first in line to complain about
the ream's perfominnce. But that does not surprise me becau!ie Hownnl is filled
with hypocrites and apathetic students. It's not like our Bison were underoogs.
They should Ii.we and did win the game.
Maybe it's the so-called stadium our team plays in. I have already addressed the
Greene Stadium situation. Those temporary bleachers are really starting to become
unattractive. Anyway, it was a reru disa(,pointment to see fans show up late or llOI
at nil. More people were too busy looking out of the windows of Cook Hall.
As if Howard doesn't h.weenough fashion showi., theclo!hes were a sight to see
on Sarurday. Trust me. Howard women do look good, but please save the outfits
for the Homecoming fa.,hion show !
Now. on to the nciml game. Shellie Bower.; is the football announcer. Most
upperclns.,,men know what to say whenBowers says. "It'll be first and 10." The
appropriate respoose is "Bison." However, even the sophomores, juniors and
senior.; did col talk back to him. I was in the press box at the time laughing my bun
off, and so was Bower... Freshmen. please learn the chant for the next home grune.
Will this scenario repent itself when the Florida A&M Raulers come to town on
October 9? I doubt thaL Fir..t of nil. FAMU has tons of fans who travel to suppon
the team. Wouldn't it be sad if the hated Rattlers' fans outnumbered the Howard
faithful? We need to fill the home side along with the tempomry bleachers.
What must the athletic clepanment do to attract fans? Should they invite Lord
Tariq and Pe1er Gunz 10 perfomi at half-time? How about a Jackson Five reunion
complete with Tito? I know. A '70s sitcom reunion complete with Todd Bridges.
Jimmy Walker and both Lionels from" The Jefferson.~" should do the trick.
Someone dressed in a diny Cluck U Olicken costume with busted purple flipOops will not cut ii. Why did the chicken run onto the field when the band was
marching oft'? Doesn't Chicken Little know you're nOI suppo,,ed to cut through a
band's line? We do not want another Soothem Univer..ity vs. Prairie View situation.
As pan of my sports marketing course. I am required 10 create a proposal and
execute a plan to :ittract more fan~ to games. I might have 10 suit up myself and
entenain the Howard crowd before the grune or during half-time. But I cannot do
cartwheels or throw people in the air without dropping them, so I gues,, half-time
entenainment will not be provided by K.imolhy Brown anytime soon. On the other
hand. if our Bison stan losing badly to FAMU. I will run onto the field and start
hining everything orange and green myself. I promise!
To top off a totally aggravating day, I did not get the big piece of chicken! Maybe
next time I can escape the he:IL avoid seeing )rune mascolS doing shows on the
field and have nil the chicken I can eat! Regardless. I enjoy watching black college
football. especially here at "The Mecca." I can't wait until those Rattlers come to
Washington.
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Long Named MEAC Rookie
of the Week
By KEVIN 0. STEWART
Hilltop Spons Editor
Howard University defensive back Von•
trae Long has been chosen as the MEAC
Rookie of the Week. He recorded four
solo tackles. three assisted tackles ond two
fumble recoveries, one of which he
retumed for a 34-yard touchdown in a 3220 win over Texas Southern. Long is a
6'0", 195-pound freshman from Charlone.
N.C.

''My friends agonized over choosi1f

a cotjlp·
~ ny to go with. My strategy.
..
•'
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New Coach Hired to Head
Howard Baseball
By CURISTOl'IIER '\.\'r-.1>1tAM
Hilltop StaffWritcr
Howard's baseball team will have a new look this season. Last
year's coach. Chuck Hinton, has retired. Howard's athletic
department is expected to name Washington, D.C., native Jimmy
Williams as their baseball coach for the 2000 season .
Williams will take over a young, inexperienced team who compiled a disappoin ting 17-35 record last year. T he team is made up
of mostly underclassmen and even includes a few freshmen. Last
year. Williams was an assistant coach for Barrie High School. a
small private school located in Silver Spring. Md. Barrie High
finished in third place last season. 1he best finish duri ng
William's tenure.
Williams played 17 years of professional baseb;1ll. As an out•
fielder. he spent time in the minor leagues of the Orioles,
Dodgers and Giants during the '60s and early '70s. Williams won
the minor league balling championship while in the Giant organization. He played alongs ide many great ballplayers including
Willie McCovey. Juan Marichal and Universi ty of Maryland
coach Tom Bradley.
After meetrng with the new coach. ou tfielder Justin Hardin felt
the university made a wise d;cision.
" He seems like he can do a lot to improve the program," said
Hardin.
·
Pitcher Allan Harrison believed Williams cou ld be more successful if he uses "tough love" on his players.
" If Williams uses discipline on the team, we'll wi n more
games." said Harrison. "[Former coach Hinton[ taught the team
numerous fundamentals and skills but he fai led to enforce discipline on hi s players."
Though Williams will have a difficult task winning against
opponents this season. a harder task will be trying to win money
from the athletic department this spring. Players, past and present. have complai ned about the lack of fina ncial support from
the adm inistration . Howard 's baseball team also lacks a steady
practice field, adequate equipment , and paid a~s istant coaches.
The absence of a head coach didn't prevent the team members
from playing baseball. Several times each week, some dedicated
players worked out together at Greene Stadium. The athletes took
baning practice off a tee, fielded both grou nd and fly balls, and
performed throwing exercises, without any coaches in allend nnce.
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was simpler, why join one
w.:~e·
.
.,

I went with GE.''
\Ve didn' t b ecome Fort1111c• m agazine's World 's
Mos t Admired Company• b y accepting the status quo.
We got there by hiring and training graduates with tl1c
confide nce and co urage lo think in innovative and
,
revolutionar y ways.
No other corporation cun match the diversity
of oppor tunities at GE. Because we have s m a ll company
attitudes with large company strengths, we set no limiL-.,
no boundaries. You can move fro m industry to industry,
discipline to discipline, and never leave GE.
We're a leader in ever y business we compe te in,
and we're looking for leaders like Alphie wh o will take us
even further. Start your career by visiting our website
now. An Equal Opportunity Employer.
Learn about us nt

;.

www.gecareers.com ·.,

Please Join GE at the
Career Fair
Oct. 6th - All Day
Blackburn Center
(Stop by and discuss CE ojJporl unities
Bring your rrni.mps)
l'lriu, rm1Jttr, 1illt1·, (_,,> (,Uut u•tlh inur
<:m,·,•r Plarrmr11l 0/Jfrr ju, '111_\: /cut mrnutr tluwg,, ,
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We bring good things to life.
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Jenkins Discusses
Missing NFL Stars
By WILLIAM BRYANT
he undefeat.ed St. Louis Rams dismantled the
I998 defending NFC Champion Atlanta Falcons
35.7 in front of a sellout crowd at !he Trans
World Dome. Former Howard University strong
safety Billy Jenkins collected a team-high eighl
tackles in the victory. The Rams high-octane o1Tense scored
the games first 28 points en route 10 St. Louis' second victory
of the season.
Despite the victory, Jenk•
- - - - - - , ins was saddened by the
absence of Falcons running
back Jamal Anderson. The
creator of the ..diny-bird ..
lore the anterior cruciate
ligament (ACL} in his right
knee against the Dallas
Cowboys in week 2 of the
NFL season and has been
put on injured reserve. As a
result of the ACL injury.
Anderson is out for the sea•
son. Without Anderson. !he
Falcons running game sput•
tered wilhout him on the
field.
Billy felt tha1 Jamal is one
of the hardest and most
competitive running backs
Billy Jenkins, Jr.
in the NFL. Al !he stan of
!he 1999 NFL season, Jenk•
ins looked forward to competing against Anderson and recent•
ly retired running back Barry Sanders of the pct~it Lions. ..
..I always want to play against the best players m the NFL,
explained Jenkins. "This is the type of competitor that I am.
The bottom line is I wan1 10 go head-10-head against the
fastest, quickest and hardest runners in 1he league. Barry
Sanders and Jamal Anderson have proven !hat they are among
!he best in the NFL, but Barry and Jamal are gone now. It is
disappointing but not !hat disappointing because !here are
always good running backs in the NFL. On the other hand.
you want 10 play against the best so that you can become the
best.''
Due to injuries, some prominent NFL players will miss !he
remainder of the 1999 NFL season. Four of !hem, Trent Green
(St. Louis Rams}. John Mobley (Denver Broncos). Kimble
Anders (Kansas City Chiefs). and Anderson all tore the ACLs
·m Ih.
•
etr knees.
"Football is one of the most physical spons played in our
society, .. Jenkins said ...Some of your blue and white collar
workers do not understand the pain !hat is involved in !he
spon. They think that football players have it m~de and !hat
we are set for !he rest of our lives. They lhink that playing
football is just fun and games. However. football is a game
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Georgia Southern Captures Top Spot
..
in I-AA
that requires players to com_pete at !he highest _le~el of pl?Y·
You can get injured at any lime and 1f you are mJured, 11 1s
hard returning to !he field with all of the pain that you have to
deal with."
NFL players do come back to the field and play through
pain. Jenkins understands that it is common for NFL players
to return to the field before their injuries are healed.
'The most important thing is that players have to get
healthy.'' said Jenkins. "You do not want to come on the field
when you are not I00 percent.''
Some NFL players put pressure on themselves or are pres•
sured by their coaches to make a speedy recovery. Jenkins
said. The threat of losing money and !heir positions to other
healthier players causes many injured athletes to return before
they are fully healed.
"Injuries force players into game situations because they ~eel
that their jobs will be taken. They do not want anybody taking
their position while they are going through rehabilitation. It is
just pan of the business of playing in !his league. This is a
business where you are always trying to be replaced. When
you arc hun, you are giving another player an opponunity to
replace you on the field. But. if you are a competitor you want
to get back on the field."
•
Jenkins was also saddened to hear !hat former Howard Uni•
versity football player Chris ~ogers had been released from
the Vikings practice squad last week. Jenkins hopes that
Rogers will continue to work out in the event that the Vikings
or another NFL team calls him. Jenkins realizes gelling back
in the NFL is an uphill battle for free agents like Rogers.
..It is going to be hard for any player to play in !he NFL."
said Jenkins. "It is not easy when you come in the NFL from
the bo11om as a free agent and miss on your first opponunity.
It gets that much harder the second time around to get back
onto a team. Chri, is a $ood player and hopefully he wi ll get a
second shot at the league. However, it might not only be
based on his talent. It might be based on whoever makes some
type of connection for him. It might also be a political process
for him to get back in the league ...
The "'politics" that Jenkins is referring to occurs at all levels
of play regardless of whether a player is in high school. col•
Jege or the NFL. However. Jenkins sees !he "'politics" at the
NFL level becoming increasingly tougher for players to han•
die.
..Of course, it gets worse at the NFL becausf this is the high•
est level of football that you can compete... he said. 'The
political situation is going to be at its highest level concerning
players. Politics definitely play a big pan in football. One pos•
itive factor involving politics is the increasing amount of
competition in the NFL. Management and player personnel
directors honor players' performances when they do well.
Although it exists. politics will not prevent a player from get•
ting noticed by other teams because olhcr NFL teams always
want good NFL players to compete on !he field."
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ello college fOO(ball fans. Florida State (fresh off of their pa.5ting of UNC) gr.ibbed 52 fin.1-placc
votes to relain the No. I ranking. This week, the scruping knives will Slay on Tobacco Rood as
they focc Duke. Penn State i~ ranked second with five first pL'lCC votes and will be idle. No. 3
Florida, wlio has ~ vo<es for first pince, will face the Crimson Tide of Alalxlllia in
Gainesville. Tiie Wolverines sit nt No. 4 and have their sight~ on ruining another Heisman
favorite, Drew Brees. as they oonJe his tenth-ranked Boilenroker,; of Pwwc. No. 5 Ncbm.ska "ill ay 10 regain us
dominance in the Big 12 as they focc Okl:ihoroa State. The No. 6 Aggies of Tciw A&M are building tow.ud;
their showdown with the Husker.;. but they must first take can: of the Olher Rid.-y \Vtlliams and Tox:is Tuch. No.
7 Vugjnia Tech "ill taJce on in-state rivnl Vu-ginia. No. 8 Tennessee will hos! Auburn. Rounding out thb week's
match·up6 is No. 9 Ohio State bntlling \VISCOllSin. SllUggling with a IWO•g;lllle losing su-eak. Here ·s a look nt the
top ten.

I. Aorida Stuc.Semiooles (52}
2. Penn State Nittany Lions (5}
3. Florida Galors (2)
4. Michigan Wolverines

5. Nebraska Comhuskers
6. Te,cas A&M Aggies
7. Virginia Tech Hokies
8. Tennessee \\llunteers
9. Ohio State Buckeyes
10 Purdue Boilermakers
In I-AA. we have Geor]lia Southern holding the top ~l)OI with 23 first-place voo:s. The E.,gles will to Lexing•
ton,¼., to banle Vuginia Milit.-vy Institute. No. 2 Th>y State received two fin.I-place votes, as they travel 10 play
Middle Tennessee State. ~O- 3 Montan.1. after putting 81 points on the bo.\rd last week. will tlke the air show to
Ponland, Ore.. to play Ponland State. No. 4 Appruachian State will hos! Eas1 Tennessee State. No. 5 Nonhem
Iowa will travel to Nonn.11, Ill.. to face Kevin Gleon and high-Dying Illinois State for supremacy in the GaleW:ly
Conference. No. 6 Hofstra will ballle defending champ Massachu,etts in Hempstead. N.Y. No. 7 'Iennessce State
ison a roll and will take on Eastern lllinois as they open upc:onferencep~1y. No. 8 Hampton will travel to lndi·
anapolis, Ind., to face No. 9 Sourhem in the Circle City Classic. Here's a overall lookar the top ten.
I. Georgia Soutliem Eagles (23}
2. Troy Stue Th>jans (2)
3. MontlllaGrizzlies
4. AppalachianStateMountaineo"s
5. Nonhem Iowa Panther., (I)
6. Hofstra Flying Dutchmen
7. Tennessee State Tigers(!)
8. Hampton Pirnres (2)
9. Southern Jaguars
JO. Illinois Slll!e Redbirds

Bison in the Know;
Did)uuknowttaln 19741heHo..a~men'ssoooertea.1betaie de first tmmfroma
HBCUID\lina NCAA DM!iioltlda1i,■•4,.,dde. 1be cadlcilheSlpld, Lincoln Pbill!ps,

also beaaoe lheflntblackcadl tDwioa NCAAI>ivml I <.ha.4..nsbfp title. The~ WM
al9olheootytmn since 1974tobaYel"'•nl 5 W: aodumledseesonlnwinnqlheNCM

\Villia111 Bryanr is a 1998 MBA graduate of Howard Unil'er•
siry a11d will be providing weekly 11pdares on Billy Jmkins.
\Vhi/e ar Howard. he worked under Edward Hill in the Sports
hifor111ario11 Deparrmem. Upon grad11ati11g. he completed a
se1·e11•momh i111en.1ship wirh S11per Bowl XXXJJ \Vorld Cham•
pion Denver Bro11co"s. This pasr J1me, Brya111 bega11 /111/•rime
dmies in the Rams' p11blic rrlations deparrmem.

mensoa,,-.-clu,,■■s,,tilie. 11m,ea-lslhe2Sth1Pliwrsaeycitlaewut.Oo0ctober10tb

a c:eleh.o.u ..;nbe beJd" wunaate It. Chide lhemen's soooer website irl.lXtt hawna,
ticn.bitgotowwwboward.ediaodckl(c:a~AlbledcsftienMeu'sSoocer:

PAID
INTERNSHIP OPPORTUNITIES

CHIC, STYLISH &SOPHISTICATED

4061st Street, SE• (202) 547-0820 :
Across From The Ca~t~ SO'Jtb Metro , 3rd Aoor

r·····-·•····T-··•-·•·•··-T--·1
........ ,
Qi:(n Tucs.-Sal. IOAM-6PM

1

FREE

I

l.

: HAIRCUT

IN

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
'

• Work at a Local Community Development Corporation
(15 hours/week---spring 2000; 40 hours/week---summer
2000)
• Gain Hands-on Experience in Community Development
• Receive a $5600 Stipend
• Open to all Howard University freshmen, ~ophomores,
and juniors interested in joining the Community
Development minor
• Earn 3 Credit Hours
FOR AN APPUCATION AND ADDITIONAL INFORMATION, ·CONTACT:
Dr. Janet Griffin-Graves/Dr. Marilyn Lashley
• Howard University
Center for Urban Progress
2006 Georgia Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20001
(202) 806-9564.

APPLICATIONDEADLINE NOVEMBER 1,

1999
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Attention All Hilltop Staffi! ! ! !
There Will Be Mandatory Workshops TomoffOw for
ALL Editors, Writers & Photographers
10 AM - Editors ·Meeting
11AM-AII Staff.Memebers
11:30 AM - Campus Writers Workshop
12 Noon- City Wrters Workshop
12:30 PM- Nation & World, Health and Busines5
Writers Workshop
1 PM Editorials & Perspectives Writers Workshop
1:30 PM- TEMPO Writers Workshop
2 PM- Sports Writers Workshop
Workshops will take place in the Howard P~aza
Towers West Community Room. Refreshments
•
Wwill be served. If you are unable to attend, notify
your section editor!
•

RANKIN
JromA2

eniertainers. athletes and thinkers of the century. African American, were
preseni in both the athletic and entertainment editiops. but were absent in
the edition that contained the JOO greatest thinkers and educators.
His response to thb wa~. "lfy()u don't know, you better ask somebody."
Huynes presented several examples of educators and thinkers of this century, such as Charles Drew. Be,.carson and George Wa,hington Carver.
but none of these were included in the article. "'(This magazine implies
that] black folk can run with the ball. sing and dance, but they can·1 think.
At Howard University. you are a living'testimony" that black people have
the potential to be great thinkers and educators. said Haynes.
Before summing up his message. Hayn~s offere\l the congregation some
important advice. "Be careful who you :allow 10 sit on the first row of your
life." said Haynes. "If someone is sitting on the fil">l row. make sure that
they are not booing you:· He explained that these negative influences can
be destroyed by elimination. He suggested that each student have a burial for those people who have tried 10 dissuade him or her along the way.
Haynes ende\l his sermon with the message that ··G~d"s got your back.""
He reminded the Howard community as well as the newest leaders that
whatever you do in life. you need not worry because God is always there
with you. After the installation ceremony. there was a reception :11 the new
HU Bookstore.
"Howard University believes in the spiritual dynamics of leadership," said
Tasha Gibson. president of the chapel assistaJlls.
'The call to service requires much dedication. commitment and strength."'
said Marilyn Hoosen. HUSA president "Given Howard University's prestigious history. we believe that

3 MUSKffiERS•

BAR

'
PEDIGREE'
FOOD FOR DOGS

WHISKAS'
FOOD F-QR CATS

On Wednesday, October 6, stop by our boot h at t he Career
Exploration Day at the Blackburn Center and find out !
Information Services International (ISi) is the center of expertise in information and systems
technology. ISi plays a,leading role in helping MARS, Incorporated gan market share, achieve
profitable growth and a competitive advantage lhrough tpe use of technology.

MARS
ELECTRONICS•

ltfTERNATIONAL

DOVE'

ISi associates work with state-of-the-art computer systems, usl1J9 leading edge software and
computing technologies to develop original solutions for business information needs ISi
provides common systems, information and decision support tools for every business in MARS,
Incorporated.

CHOCOLATE

Select ISi openings are outlined below. These positions are based at our PA and NJ sites.
MARS Representatives will be present at the Career Fair lo discuss potential oppprtunities
available at other MARS units as well. Individuals considefing MARS as a career opportunity,
should visit our booth at the Career Fair and explore our website, www.mars.com for further
details.

GRANOLA SNACKS

KUDOS•

MARS-

BAR

BUSINESS SYSTEMS ANALYST

ETliEL M'
CHOCOLATES

The Hiltop.•.
(

.

Celebrating

75

UNCLE BEN'S'

RICE BOWLS

.

'I

COMBOS'
SHACKS

Years
of
Journalistic
Excellence!

Use your business savvy to plan, 019anize and control resources for a variety of projects.
Working within a dynamic, highly skilled team, you'll provide functional analysis and project
lead81Ship to develop and implement computer applications. Responsibilities include acting as
the ·subject Matter Expert' for assigned applications domains, and coordinating the
inter-relationsllip between business processes and IT applications in development.

TECHNICAL SUPPORT ANALYST
tn this pivotal role, you'll provide technical operational direction and tactical support for the key
technologies that drive our business. Through evaluation, recommendation, implementation
and · fiscal con trol, you will ensure quality roll-out of new technologies, and
provide full backup and disaster recovery planning. Position involves offering
on-and-off-hour support, 24 hours, 7 days a week

MILKY WAY'

BAR

SKITTlES*
BITE SIZE
CANDIES

SNICKERS•
BAR

TECHNICAL ANALYST
As a Programmer/Programmer Analyst, you v.ill design, code, test aoo implement technical
solutions for system applications, helping lo develop technical expertise wilhin the 019anization
and ensuring consistent application of technical tools and procedures. Your role includes
participation in the full project development life. cycle, and requires the creativity to determine
and propose alternative technical solutions.

I

We offer a very competi1ive compensation and benefits package in a progressive.
business-casual environment Forward your resume to: ISi, Attn: SC, 100 International
Driva, Mt Olive, NJ 07828. FAX 973-691-3548 Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/DN

WWW. MARS. COM

QUALITY•RESPONSIBILITY•MUTUALITY•EFFICIENCY•FREEDOM
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!'l,IEAC Individual Statistics
Mid-Eastern Athletic Conference (MEAC) 1999 MEAC lndi,idual Statistics Through games as of Sep 26, 1999
RUSHING

Team

G Alt Yd, A,gTDYd,G

Montrell Coley.
P. Troutman....
Michael Jones..
J Hutchinson
Angelo Todd...
Grayland King.
Jay Rogers ...
Maurice Smith..
Da,•id Johnson..
Jnjuan Seider..

HAMPTON
BCC
HAMPTON
HOWARD
NSU
DSU
BCC
NCA&T
HOWARD
FAMU

4 62 452 7.3
4 89 426 4.8
4 61 359 5.9
4 77 353 4.6
3 63 19:S 3.1
4 61 243 4.0
4 58 241 4.2
3 19 173 9.1
4 42 216 5.1
3 16 140 8.8

4 113.0
5 106.5
4 89.8
8 88.3
2 65.0
I 60.8
2 60.3
I 57.7
I 54.0
I 46.7

PASSING AVG/GAME Team

lEND Zone
Last week's results:

----

Morgan State 24, Rhode Island 21
Bucknell 38. Delaware State 28
Florida A&M 76. S.C. Stnie 17
Elon 40, N.C A&T State 7
Bethune-Cookman 28, Morris Brown 16
Howard 32, Texas Southern 20
Hampton 27, Grambling State 7
•
Norfolk Slate, idle
Conference

Itilm
Hampton ........
FlondaA&M ........
Bethune-Cookman.....
Howard .........
Delaware State......
S.C. State..........
N.C. A&T State......
Morgan State........
Norfolk Slate....... .

~v I, I
2 0 0
2 0 0
I I 0
I I 0
I I 0
0 I 0
0 0 0
0 I 0
0 2 0

1.000
1.000
500
.500
.500
.000
.000

.000
.000

Schedule for week of Oct. 2:
Bethune-Cookman at Delaware State
Florida A&M v, Morgan State
Hampton vs Southern ( BR)
Howard, idle
Norfolk State ,s N.C. A&T State
S.C. State vs The Citadel

4
2
3
2

0 0
2 0
I 0
2 0
I 3 0
2 I 0
2 I 0
I 20
I 2 0

4
4
4
4
3
3
3
3
4
3

TOTAL OFFENSE Team

G Rush PassPlaysTotll Yd;/G

157 63 6 40.1 1055 4 263.8
84 43 2 51.2 712 4 178.0
101 45 3 44.6 705 , 176.3
88 45 I 51.1 653 7 163.3
55 37 I 67.3 469 5 156.3
59 31 4 52.5 414 4 138.0
47 23 4 48.9 308 I 102.7
62 22 3 35.5 261 2 87.0
37 14 5 37.8 182 I 45.5
II 4 0 36.4 81 0 27.0

'

O,crall

f,1 ~v I, I

Bobby Townsend. HOWARD
Roy Johnson.... HAMPTON
Rah.Mauhews ... DSU
Quinn Gray..... FAMU
Jajuan Seider.. FAMli
Willie MeGirt.. MSU
Rodney WoodruffNCA&T
Craig James.... SCSU
P. Troutman.... BCC
T. Harrison.
NSU

1!1;1

1.000
500
.750
.500
.250
.667
.667
.333
.333

Bobby Townsend. HOWARD
Jajuan Seider.. FAMU
Roy Johnson... HAMPTON
Quinn Gray..... FAMU
Willie MeGin.. MSU
Rah.Mallhews... DSU
P. Troutman.... BCC
Rodney WoodruffNCA&T
Montrell Coley. HAMPTON
Craig James.... SCSU

4
4
4
4
3
4
4
3
4
3

29 1055
140 469
-10 712
49 653
111 414
-51 705
426 182
43 308
452 0
56 261

177 1084 271.0
71 609 203.0
109 702 175.5
102 702 175.5
88 525 175.0
130 654 163.5
126 608 152.0
63 351 117.0
62 452 113.0
81 317 105.7

RECEPTIONS/GAME Team

G Rix: Yd<lIDAvglCRedG

Elijah Thurmon. HOWARD
J. Nunnally...
FA!l,1U
Marc Lester.... MSU
Canion Lamb .... FAMU
Tommie Mims .... DSU
Delvin Pecks.. NSU
Cedric Mitchell FAML
Robert Walton. FAMU
Alben Horsey.. DSU
Anthony Collins MSU

4
3
3
3
4
3
3
3
4
3

32 527 2 16.5 8.00
20 190 I 9.5 6.67
15 251 I 16.7 5.00
14 229 3 16.4 4.67
16 204 2 12.8 4.00
12 194 3 16.2 4.00
12 123 2 10.3 4.00
10 188 2 18.8 3.33
12 273 5 22.8 3.00
9 163 2 IS.I 3.00

RECEIVE YDSIGAME Team

G RfC YdlTDAvgCYd;G

Elijah Thumton. HOWARD

4 32 527 2 16.5 131.8

Hey Kimothy, I have
an idea! After we take this
picture why don't you run to
Starbucks and get me a double mocha latte'. You are my
Faaavvvvorrrite Intern!

Marc Lester.... MSU
Canion Lamb .... FAMU
Albert Hor.<cy . DSU
Delvin Peeks.. NSU
J. Nunnally...
FAMU
Robert Walton.. FAMU
Compton,Michacl HAMPTON
Anthony Collins MSU JR
Jevonte Philpo1 HOWARD
ALL PURPOSE

Team

3 15 251 I 16.7 83.7
3 14 229 3 16.4 76.3
4 12 273° 5 22.8 68.3
3 12 194 3 16.2 64.7
·3 20 190 I 9.5 63.3
3 JO 188 2 18.8 62.7
3 7 182 I 26.0 60.7
3 9 163 2 18.1 54.3
'3 4 154 I 38.5 51.3

GRldi Rev PR KR Yd;A"l}G

Johnny Loper... SCSU
Elijah Thurmon. HOWARD
Montrell Coley. HAMPTON
Michael Jones.. HAMPTON
P. Troutman.... BCC
David Johnson .. HOWARD
Antonio Stanley BCC
DcShane Dennis. DSU
Marc Les1er.... MSU
J. Hutchinson HOWARD

3
4
4
4
4
4

INTERCEPTIONS Team

G Int YdslDhWG

Brinn McDonald. HOWARD
Aaron Gray..... FAMU
Omar Evans..... HOWARD
Rashean Mathis. BCC
Carlos Lawrence BCC
Joe Giddens.... BCC
Andrae Brooks.. FAMU
Melvin Coleman. MSU
Matt Amtstrong. NSU
T. Bolden......
HAMPTON
Johnny Loper... SCSU

4
3
3
4
4
4
3
3
3
3
3

SCORING

GTDXPfFGl\o;PlsG

Team

J. Hutchinson HOWARD
P. Trouunan.... BCC
Albert Horsey.. DSU
Michael Jones.. HAMPTON
Chad Eaddy..... SCSU
Jeremy Edwards.,FAMU
Montrell Coley. HAMPTON
Delvin Peeks... NSU
Canion Lamb .... FAMU
Aaron Quinn.... DSU
Chad Eaddy..... SCSU

4

4
3
4

0 58 79 274 411 137.0
0 527 0 0 527 131.8
452 29 0 0 481 120.3
359 81 0 0 440 110.0
426 0 0 0 426 106.5
216 93 0 93 402 100.5
23 133 78 157 391 97.8
0 35 0 300 384 96.0
0 251 17 0 268 89.3
353 0 0 0 353 88.3

3
2
2
2
2
'2

61 0 0.75
0 0 0.67
-1 0 0.67
5 0 0.67
0 0 0.50
69 0 0.50
0 0 0.33
18 0 0.33
23 0 0.33
1 0 0 0.33
II 274 0 24.9

4 8 0
4 5 0
4 5 0
4 4 0
3 3 o.
4 . 0 15
4 4 0
3 3 0
3 3 0
3 0 10
3 3 3

0
0
0
0
0
3
0
0
0
2
0

48 12.0
30• 7.5
30 7.5
24 6.0
18 6.0
24 6.0
24 6.0
18 6.0
18 6.0
16 5.3
18 6.0

•

•

Yeah,
·R ight Stuart!
Umm... could you tell
me where I could find
Chris Berman!

The Score Board
Who holds the record for the most rushing touchdowns in HBCU
football?

lf you know the answer. then e-mail it 10 /1i/l1op..,rports@ho1mai1.com . The first e-mail received with the correct :1nswer will
win a free T-shirt. Hilltop employees and family are not eligible
for. this prize.
Last Score Board Answer: Ted White is the all-time lrading
passer in MEAC history.
Winner: Steve Satchell
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20o/o Discount on All
•

Dry

Cleaning♦

Alterations

♦

Shoe Repair

Open Sundays!!!

Aft:er Hours Service for H.U.
Emp·loyees & St:udent:s!

Hours:
Mon-Fri 7 -to
Sa-ta -to 5
Sun 11 -to 4

7

•

2<:,26 Georgia Avenue N.W.
(Across -r-he st-ree"f" from Howard Universify)

(202) 332-3863

The Best Way

To Start Your
Friday...
The Hilltop-

Read About
IF YOU'RE A NUN, THEN YOU'RE PROBABLY NOT A STUDENT,
AND IF YOU'RE NOT A STUDENT, THEN YOU CAN'T BUY AT WWW.EDU.COM.
Introducing edu.com, the first store on the web where only students can save up to 70% on name
brand computers, software, textbooks, and more, every 1ay: Sorr~ ~ister. .

It!

u ~om··
students get it
•

..

.

,.

'

.

.

.

.
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The -LAST or-d
Beauty is in the Eye
·of.~ ....
Torrent thoughts
Forgive11 of all the wro11gs done i11 the day to pass
it washes away all moments of illicit disgrace e11countered
It ri11ses me maki11g me pure
I discover I'm still whole
•
I still co11tai11 a spirit, eve11 thoti,glr if weathered a sile11t
storm
I wallow in a warm spot ofguilty pleasure
My face dripping witlt new day dew; I am a conqueror
I wipe my eyes to fi11d direction, while still impedi11g
progress
The air dries my i11securities then permeates reality
self co11te111pt asse11ted; self respect reincarnated
-Erica N.Goodman

Get A Grip!
BY BRANDI FORTE
WORD EDITOR

LAST

GOT OVER THE FACT THAT YOU WERE BROKE
YOU DIDN'T MEET THE GHETTWA STANDARDS
NO DEGREE
NO CHEF.SE
BUT YOU HAD A HEART
YOU THOUGHT FOR YOURSELF
AND IN THE MIDST OF THE THUG
IT WAS THE HUO
YOU GAVE ME IN THE MIDST OF THE STORM
SOMETIMES " BLING BLING" DON'T MATTER
CAUSE WHEN YOUR DREAMS SHATTER
WORDS MEAN MORE THAN DEAD PRESIDENTS
I NEVER THOUGHT BLACK MEN COULD LOVE
NOW I HAVE NO REGRETS
I FOUND THAT LOVE IS BLIND AFTER NIGGAS GET PAST THE
BEHIND
SEE THAT SISTAS CAN BE AS REAL AS THE ALL SEEING EYE
I DID NOT HAVE TO GO TO AFRICA TO FIND ADAM
I DID NOT HAVE TO GO THE MECCA TO FIND GOD
INSTEAD I CHALLENGED MYSELF
THE ULTIMATE QUEST
FOUND OUT THAT
YOU ATTRACT WHO YOU ARE
BE IT
THUG
DOCTOR
MINISTER
STUDENT
OR
RAP STAR
BY FAR YOU GOT ME
IT'S FUNNY HOW THIS IS ALL•PROPHESY
AND BY ALL MEANS BROTHA
I CHALLENGE YOU TO POUR YOUR EMOTIONS INTO A
STREAM OF CONSCIOUSNESS
LIKE YOU POUR THAT HENNESSEY INTO THE SEA
FOR ALL YOUR DEAD HOMIES
AND IN DA END WHETHER YOU EAT PORK
OR SHRIMP
ROCK PLATINUM OR GOLD
DRIVE A NAVIGATOR
OR TAKE THE METRO
SELL BEAN PIF.S
OR WEED
IN YOUR EYES I SEE
LlFE

AND FOR ONCE YOU SEE ME FOR ME
THESE MEMORIES I TRANSLATE
INTO SCRIPTURES
FOR MY OWN SPIRITUALITY
AND QUIET IS KEPT YOU ARE A SCRUB
BY THE WAY I WAS A PIGEON WHEN YOU MET ME
BUT REALITY AIN'T SKIN DEEP
NEITHER IS BEAUTY
AND THE FACT THAT YOU COULD ADORE
A SISTA DARK AS ME
IN TOUCH LlKE ME

MAKES ME FEEL LIKE
THE BEHOLDER
IS

Wards II Ida■

I

t has been a long time since Adam spoke through his
children, and in a world where the "saga continues,"
there is definitely a need for a verbal breakthrough.
Monday evening, Cain and Abel fought hard and used
lyricists Rah-Vital, K-Ruckuss, Defru, Perfecto, and
STARORiON to slaughter the imperfections of life and
male egos. Life is not peaches and cream, and neither are
emcees. Therefore, the first battle of Fall 1999 was needed, just like bastard children across the nation need a
daddy, and must I say anymore about VERBAL
ARMEGEDDON? Sorry if you didn't attend, but go ahead
and chew on the thoughts of Adam ..... inspired by Eve.

t's Friday, and we all need to get a grip on life. Sistas
need to stop digging in brothas pockets, and brothas
need to take a breather and stop hounding the female
principle. Is it just me or does everybody have issues
on this campus? No one once to be responsible for being a
Pigeon or.Scrub. If the shoe fits wear it! And what we all
want to know is why Black folk are so color struck, money
hungry, status driving, and egocentric oppose to being eccentric.?
Brothas honestly, is life as complexed as your color complex? And sistas is it the dinero that turns you on about a man,
or is it simply his words that keep your attention span7 Someone lied when they said that they didn't want to get married
because he or she is not worth the time. All that I can say is
that we all need to get a grip on life. But first do yourself a
favor, take this test, and
then go get a tall Latte.

I

For Brothas Only!
Who would you bring home to
Mommy?
a Air headed Hilary
b. Unstoppable Nia Long
c. Lasciv,ou~ (Pigeon) Lil Kim
d. The po1cn1ial of a fre,hmen
in the Quad
a= I b=4 c:2 d:3

white bandana with the diced antenna
with a sime of miguela extra flight venezuela

-Dem,. Virginia
when I' m not spittin a verse
I'ma fan myself like sittin' in church
and I realize,
vs. fans are gettin da worst
-Perfecro. lng/ell'ood, Calif
Yo, ya' II nigg@z is wondering how long will Ruckuss
will shine
It's until I say when,
I can fist fight the hands of time

- K-R11ck11ss
These sharp saris enta-men like boxed Darish,
the sick l came wit slaves they couldn't hang wit,
And finally we came up from slave ships,
gunning like Tragan Langdan at fake shi$

-Rah• Vitaf

Better Buys

•

~,~u

A

BLACK

What is your type?
a. Vanessa Williams
b. Lauren Hill
c. Star Jones
d. Nia Long
a=l b:4 c:2 d=J
For Slstas Only!
What type of men do you like/
n. Omar Epps
b. Shemar Moore
c. Allen lver,;on
d. K-Ci Hailey
a=4 b=2 c=J d=l
What's Hot?
a. Dread Locks
b. Ball Heads
c. Caesar's
d. Jheri Curls
a:2 b=J c=4 d:l

•

Who would you bring home to
Poppi?
a. Broke a@@ lyrone
b. Hustla Nino Brown "bling
bling"
c. Ballin out of control but too
cheapJay•Z
d. Tupac 1hc Poetic Thug
a=l b=3 c=2 d=4

What's hot?
a. body
b. complexion
c. hair texture
d. lips
a:2 b= I c=J d=4
Where do you see yourself in 5
years?
a. Don't Wanna Be a Player No
More
b. In jail or dead
c. God-fearing and fufilling
your purpose
d. With a degree and n baby
mama
a=J b=l c=4 d= 2

What keeps your attention span?
a. his compassionate eyes
b. his words of wisdom
c. his sex
d. his lies "Don't hate the player,
hate the game"
a=J b=4 c=J d=2

MAN

TheLAST Word is a sectio11 thaI i1,dilid11als ca,, 1,oic-t and demmistmte
their most i11timate a11d onisric upresions. All writus are welronwd who
hal'e tire ab,lii:,• to t'Ol1trib111e style, crrati1ii:,· ,md are able to write
lifestyles stories. S1tbmL,sio11r ofpoetry. hip-/11>p ff1"'tnb~. 1/fe uorirs and
anwvrk (Ire 11-eln»ne. Please ,i,bn,it etlf11111cnts or articlu to bl~,jwni•

la@hotmail.com. Or Call Brnndi @ 8()6-6866.

Winter Santiaga is the baddest sista in Broolclyn. Her world is reminiscent of Cinderella. and before she knew it the clock stroked twelve. A compelling story about llfc as Black girl lost. Souljah takes a liule girls world
and paints the picture.
Like a seed planted by the waters, we all need some spiritual food. Wherever we maybe in life, Juanita Bynum makes it clear that life without God
is dead. Check it out in the nearest Christian bookstore near you.

Tully up your points, and if the shoe fits wear it.
Figure out your score!
(4•7) Get a grip on life. a job and a glass ofTui Ice Tua
(8• 11) It's tuff looking in the mirror. but someone has to do it
( 12• l 5) You are at most there. take a deep breath
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-· NEX~WEEK

Fridav, October_
8,
1999
.
'

5:00 u.m.
Main Yard
.

Free Give-Awavs

Come and cheer vour Bison. to Victorv

Howard 0.
vs.
Floridal&M
•

•

IIUht

a

I 8
1■111 October

llleBU
Division of Student Affairs
September, 1999
,_

,

8 11
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TO

NCA&T
Homecoming
October 23, 1999
,

•
ID

Greensboro, NC
Tickets on sale.at Cramton
Aaditoriam
~ . $30.for tarnaroand
$50 for overnight
(Qaad Rooms)
Deadline
· 10/13/99 · ·
First Come First Serve!!!
Sponsored by HU Cheerleaders and
the Panhellenic Council
·

~

For Howard Student s Only
,

Bl~
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All HILLTOPICS
are due, paid in full,
the Monday before
publi c ati o n.
Announcements by
campus organizations
for meetings, seminars or non-profit are
charged as individuals
advertising for the
purpose of announcing a service, buying
or selling are charged
$5 for the first 20
words and $1 for
every additional five
words. t ocal companies are charged $10
for the first 20 words
and $2 for every five
words thereafter. Personal ads are $2 for
the first 10 words and
$1 for every additional five words.

l'h,;, 1lips and Cash!!!

Spring Break 2000
StudentCiiy.com is looking for Highly
Moti\'nted Students to promote Spring
Break 2000! Organi,.c a smnll group and
tr:wcl FREE!! Top campus reps can earn
a Frce1lips & O\'U $10,000! Choose
Cancun. Jamaica or Nassau I Book Trips
on-line Log in and win rreestuJY. Sign up
oow on line! wwwStudcntClty.coru or
800-293-1443

SMJ wriU:n necdod great oppanwuty fnr
Nllti<lnal Expo<11r< call Mail Recard. .A&R
~ 1-800-474-2932

Child Cnre • Earn xlill $ working special
C\'CnL 'R:mp. Fix hrs. $7-9/hr. Exim,f req.
800-942-9947
Fitness. Looking lor people wilh c:xccUcnt
people skills to help wilh expansion.
Thlining awilable. Call now!

703-256-7949
$1500w.eldypotcntial mailing our circulars. No experience required Free
information packet. Call 202-452-5940

Rll,ITOP WRITERS
WORKSHOPAll Hilltop Writers,
Editors and interested
writers:
There will be a
MANDATORY writers
workshop Tomorrow
starting at tt;OO a.m.
in the Community
Roomsofthe
West Towers. Food Will
be Served!
Excellent RESEARCH OPPORTUNITY for all sophomores andjuniro
interested in obtainin~ d Ph.D.
<11:grcc! Howard Universuy's Ronald
E. McNair Program offm a paid
summer resean:li c.tperience with a
How:u-d faculty mentor; opportunities
to present a n d ~ your research
paper; paid on-<:runpus housing and
meal plan during the summer, GRE
preparation; and assistanee with the

aroouate school application process.

All majors welcomed; minimum 3.0

To Nation and \Vorld

Writers: Siobhan, Sadia,
Valerie, Marie and Latricia,
Thanks for all your hard work!
-Lynn
SOHO=DSB

HU vs TSU afterpartY,

Fetnnlc Models Wanted for the bllowing:
Hair portmlio. swimsuit calendar. Web
site(s). Participants may recei,., a free hairstyle (no chemicals or cuts).
a message at 301-927-3848

Lea,,,

\blunteer Tutors Needed in Math,
Reading & African-American studies lor

inJb.
Money isn't e\'erytbing. People are. The
Uni«xl States Mint is a fascinating place
pQCkagc tlut includes immediate 40l(k)
participation and an excellent tuition assiscnoce program Yis;it our boocb at tbe
Blackburn Centc, on Career Dl1);
Wednesda:,: Oct. 6 from 10 til 4.

Tochnicians

All appticants must Jun-. and maintain
at least a 2.0 CPA

For Rent
Grad Student wanted to shaie two
bedroom apt. in house. Lg Lv mi, Lg
Eat in kit, W/D, off St. parking. utilities Inc., $300-$345/mo. Only prerequisite-home economics 10 I. Available in Oct. D:wc for details
301-585-3520

Minutes walk from HU Spaciou.~
Efficiency. newly renovated, must see
to appr-cctate. $500 + utilities. Call
Cory (301)899-7897 (cell) or
(301)3 134005 (pager)

TUES. • THURS.
Rllaxtr Sp,aal 1-10
Haimd 110 u11d lljJ

•

Shimrpoo, W~ flf Stt 125
HairCoki 115 a1td lljJ
Prus & CNr/135

Pr~I\.QL NAh<rAL Hlli.r Stj1Usts
Pro{&WI\.QL WW.1/tS 111\d ?.rllias
?.r11!rA Rb'MVAL ~ • straw TWi.sts (Ptius y11'11)

'W'J(JCOI\& and ,t1>ICOI\& - t,.5
Conmtltnlly localed acrou &om
Ya, wt accept ATM and
Howard Univenity's School of Bmlneu.
all major credit

Go 'bead ~liss Lynn
Cinnamon! Girl (h~~ are too
much of a good · g!

ME-A

I'm di'inking nuff Kal.ik and
stitchy and fiavin' one serious
thi~h combo from bamboo.
Yes.
· 'Ole Dutty.Fish

Ordinary looking sunglasses w/ unique
feature: built in, undetectable. REAR
VIEW MIRRORS. View e,'l!rylhing
behind )'OU w/o an)'one knowing )'OU can.
Bicyclist, street combers. Kool dudes.
send: 19
bucks to: JRT PO 8(11( 1066 Laurel, MD
20725
Find oot how )'OU can get 7 oontvminute
long-distance, 24 how,, a day! Call
703-708-5030 ·

Students, Faculty, StaJT
Top Prices Paid
For used and unwanted 'lbtbook.s
1hj Book Senice
202-722-0701 or outside DC
1-800-223-'ll\JO
Lose Weig)lt Now
3-5 pound.• a week. Guaranteed Results.
Call Sofia (202)588-7021

Personal 1rainer 3\'3ilable fur sessions.
Ge1 help wilh weig)lt las., and strength
training. Reasonable rates. Call 301-9273297 or e-mail:
Mandingo J80@y:lhoo.com

HOWARD PLAYERS

Ha,-e monologues, resumes', and
songs wllh sheet music amilable

(Iadtidu Jl,ap,o, Stt, ilultywwrrtp)

-AS

For Sale/Services

Recci\'e • ccUular phone an<Vor pag,:r
without a credit cbeck. monthl)' biU.
security deposit, or long-term. contract.
Notionwide & International "''lit 800#.
Afforctablt prices. Pl= Call
202-422-4534

AUDITIONS
Mond.'l)\0ctober 4,1999
•
7:00 p.rn.
Im Aldridge Theater
WE ARE LOOKING FOR
Actors, Dancers, Singers, Mugcians, Directors, Designers, and

RL .[ J IR. 1Rf( b5 r IR Rf.LL\ \.\ ,;.;;

2nd-12th. Tutoring will be held at the Anacostia branch of DC Public Librat)4 ISlit and To all Bahamians: The Crew,
Good Hope Rd. SE, tulors are needed C\'el)' Neko say so, retiredgirls dem
sugar, Miranda and lier baby
SAL from 10:30:un • 12:30pm.
Starting oo Sept. 251h. Tutor Orientation
Mona, Kenda da big tim~RQrts
any Saturday at Anaco6tia branch at
massive, Dion, l,,akis.ka, Eadie,
10:30:un•ll :30:un. Program sponsored by etc. Honorary Stm-Sunan,
the African Cultural Education
Keel}Y-man. l'll be thinking of
Foundation. Call 202-832-9712 for more
all Of)'.OU this weekend when

Dancers, Singers, Artists Needed for the
international carnival. If you have what
ittakcs,ple.~calJCamille@8064510
to schedule an appointment.

6-l~,poD101cdbylbel.adiesc(Zdal'bi
lldaScnlrill( !Dr Admission: $1, boot. er
caoi>ocl.

•

grades

Cap City
Negro League CoUectlon
Wotl<li Freshest Baseball Caps
(202)722--0701
ouiside DC 1-800-2231l\JO

Clns Tucm Movie Nial>! in Blacktuo •

\40

SOuthern HOspitalitY?
Jai Long,
You're good looking like
20/20 vision.
-2der

What is SOHO?
To my number one New
York.Massive Big K.
Whatchusayjn' biihv!! Stop
trying to be like me1 Kee~ .
your bands off my ladies lhis
weekend!
-'Ole Dutty Fish
To Andre and his classmatesMiss Swan say ''thanks to you"
for editing the paper after il
comesoul!
Jasmine and Tosha Thanks for all the extra bard
work!

JlD4 first generation students. Application deadline is Tuesdll)\ October
12, 1999. Pick up an application at
the Graduate School, 4th & College
Sts., NW, Room 307; 202-806-4708

MCNAIR! MCNAIR! mENTION nil
alumni and undergraduateMcNair Scholars
from acro5S the nation! The HU McNair
Pl'ogrrun is hosting a McNairScholar Social
on your behalf. Join us on TUESDAY.
OCTOBER 26. 1999. 4:3().6pm. ROOM
I I I, GRADUATE SCHOOL We want to
know who you are! Contael us nt 8064708.
or come by Room 3(JT, Gmdunte School

\\7EDNESDAY RELAXER SPECIAL!!

Once again Cali's finest is
back!
·

GPA. Priority given to low income

Got Mic Skillz? Lyrical Warfare 7pm
tonight @ Blockburn. MC's come @
6:30pm. Free to enter• cash pri1.CS.

·COME and ENJOY a DAY of "SPECIAL SERVICES•
at DISCOUNT PRICES! I
..

General clcric:il worlc. typing, mailing,
colating, internet experience. $10/how;
call 301-949-1761

WW\\U:Ja.sstrm,,lintl.com

•

~

Spef:ial thanks to the AJ<P:s
Alpha Chapter for making it
the hottest party of the year!
.
-Selmo

Don't miss the Hottest
~Tonil!ht @Club 1919.
It's gonna l5e a Friday to
remcmbet Shuttle available
all night.

Earn Free 1lips and Cash!!! Spring
Brtak 2000. Cancun. Jamaica. For 10
years aass Thl,el Jnternation:il (CJ1) h.-is
distinguished itself as the most reliable SIU·
dent event and marketing organization in
Nonh America Motivated Rep.< can go
on Spring Break FREE & c;1rn O\'et
$10,000. Contact Us today for details!

•1

WlAPPINt HEADS FATIMA
am Gtoqla Amme,
NW • VIMhfn&t<Mli DC
(203) ..,..,,

I am hungry John John!
I would like to thank
everyone who came out
Saturda_y in support of the

SPRING BREAK 2000 The Millenium. A
new decade...nce in 1hivel. Free trips. free
drinks, free meals. Januiica. Cancun. Florida, Borlx>dos, Bahamas. Don't drop
the bnll! Sign up now for2 FREE trips!!
l-~26-7710/WWV<SWlSplashtours.oom

800/328-1509

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Personals

Help Wanted

J,tpl BalJIIDlim
J alloh Law

Or. Chcrnor M. Jnllob, &q
If you think you are legally entitled to Ben-· 1
jarnins because )'OU have been injured by
the wrongful oond\Jct of a dri\tt of a car
or from the wrongful conduct of olher
wrong-headed persons, call Jalloh Law a1
202-434-8692 or 301-484-7340.
Jalloh law fights 7.Calousl)' ror the rig)lt or
its clients to get paid when they suffor
h...-m throug)l theexdush-efauh of others.
If )'OU want to get paid proportionately
and fas~ cnll Jalloh Law at 202-434-8692
or 301-484-7340

SYLVIA'S
NEWSlY LIST

·-·-·---·--·--·...$30&up

Pem1.1....

Toud!-ups.-··-··-···-·--·...$25& up
Shampoo & Blow Dry••-.--S20&up
Shampoo & Set....·--··---.$20& up.
Pin•UJ>S..-··-•·--•-·-··...$25&up
Cuts.--·---··-·--...$7.50-up
Cotors...•--·--·----Sl.SO-up
1\tisl...-•••••-··--·-··---·..$25&up
Tuesd:,y, Thursd:ry, Friday, & Satunlay

SOHO - coming to a city near

you.

To The HilltopI luv y'all, but
you NEED to
meet your
deadlines!
The EiC!
Congratulations to our new
editors Rashida and
Sanyah! Welcome aboard!
-The Hilltop

COi!)'

To Ghostwriter in Rm. 319-EKeep the inspirational words
flowmg! Everyone on lhe floor
looks forward to waking up to
your message pad!
John-John;
Don't stay sick for too Iona.
We're 111Jssing you homier

FRI DAY OCT 1ST

SELMO, 2:K:9 & Aloha Phi Alpha Beta chapt
•

prese nt the

•

:

PaJamaHosted
Jammie
Jam
by
.

03[JJJJu'l 1,t]
1J l,UOu'JJ (S)
. . LJ~....___,
18 to party
21 to drink

C....-..i.:.

.......,..__r

ME-A

,,.. ,·.· -

One time for that Florida Club!
I can't wait until lhe FAMU
Grune! Hissssss.....
-Goombay
Wednesday is Doughnut Day
Gang!
ME-A

l)ig shout OUI to WHBC 830AM,
y'all worlc it out each week!

&
l<em
(Total)

Jld: one ~~111-ay•••

i

FREE !

b4

AYRII. IH{)\US

sn., Jw.

i

No athletic wear
No sneakers
No hats

)lc;.Aru &. Sdenc,N

bllA'"'' TIK»tJW~
ht Rwmtr-l'p
7-)'0U'-rRcp,.-.-..•tda ...-~ _. c1dklc•••
YAIO:t"SAIJ~ nu. \\U' Al

.@ The
L
OFT·
2 :K:9 upstairs

MR. & M~ 110\\ \ll01!!!

\\f. >J\OW\Ol (.'\.V~J
11<,1\loheo'K,)MI ud dwnC"f
D,puta.... "' l1waltt ""'~110\\ A'I> PMOI ~!!!

The Ladies of Delta Sigma Thtta
Sorority Inc. and !he Arts & Sci-

ences S tudent Council presents the

2009 8th st. N.W. corner of Ust.

7th Anoual Woman 'lo Woman
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